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ABSTRACT OF THE DlSSERTAnON
Ethical Decision-Making Regarding Nonsexual Multiple Relationships
by
Diana Jochai
Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Biochemistry
Lorna Linda University, September 2010
Dr. David A. Venneersch, Chairperson

The current American Psychological Association Ethical Principles of
Psychologists and Code of Conduct (APA Ethics Code) states that a multiple relationship
is established between a psychotherapist and a client when they engage in a relationship
(personal or professional) in addition to the therapeutic relationship (AP A, 2002).
Evidence that psychologists do become involved in such relationships, sometimes
resulting in harm to the client, comes from examination of complaints to professional
organizations and licensing boards, and of scant existing research. Remarkably, however,
there has been no research to date regarding the ethical decision-making process in which
a psychologist engages regarding whether to become involved in a potential nonsexual
multiple relationships. This study empirically tests a proposed new model of ethical
decision-making regarding nonsexual multiple relationships. The new model is derived
from existing general models, behavioral guidelines specific to nonsexual multiple
relationships and the limited research on the topic. As such, the study explored the role of
therapist factors, client factors, and secondary relationship factors in participants' (acting
as therapists) willingness to expend cognitive energy and subsequent recognition of a
potential nonsexual multiple relationship. The findings pointed out that the participants'
empathic capacity and affective responses to the ethical dilemmas appeared to act as
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stronger predictors of participants' willingness to expend cognitive effort than their
characteristic tendency to engage in cognitive tasks. Furthennore, the results indicated
that higher cognitive expenditure predicted lower recognition of the ethical dilemma.
Additionally, the findings in this study indicated that there may be a complex relationship
among detennining factors and recognition of an ethical dilemma. Overall, the best
predictors of recognition of a potential nonsexual multiple relationship was positive
affect and ethics training, as well as the interaction of client gender with participant
(therapist) gender. An additional element shown to be of importance was the moral
intensity of ethical dilemma. The findings of this study also highlight the importance of
ethics training in the therapist's recognition of a potential nonsexual multiple
relationship. Ethics training may lower the level of anxiety experienced by the
practitioner in training thereby improving the nature of the cognitive processing and
resulting in greater likelihood in recognition of the ethical dilemma. As suggested by
Street and colleagues (2001), it may be that such education is particularly important for
new clinicians, and certainly worthy of further empirical testing. The findings of this
study also suggested that it may be imperative that therapists during their training learn to
consider the role of the therapist factors (particularly their affective response to a
potential ethical dilemma), client factors (particularly the interaction of their gender with
client gender), primary (therapy) relationship factors and secondary (other) relationship
factors (particularly the perceived moral intensity of the dilemma) in their decisionmaking process when facing ethical dilemmas.

XIV

Introduction

The current American Psychological Association Ethical Principles of
Psychologists and Code of Conduct (APA Ethics Code) states that a multiple relationship
is established between a psychotherapist and a client when they engage in a relationship
(personal or professional) in addition to the therapeutic relationship (AP A, 2002). By
definition, multiple relationships may be sexual or nonsexual. Psychologists'
involvement in sexual multiple relationships is de facto unethical conduct. However, the
current Ethics Codes states that nonsexual multiple relationships that could not be
reasonably expected to cause impainnent or risk exploitation or haml to the client are not
unethical. Since the adoption of the 2002 Ethics Code, there has been considerable
controversy over psychologists' involvement in nonsexual multiple relationships. Some
professionals at'b'lle that such relationships are too generally perceived by many as
harmful and/or exploitative of the client (Lazarus & Zur, 2002). In contrast, others view
nonsexual multiple relationships as violation of boundaries intended to help maintain
social/cultural nonns that should never occur (Gabriel, 2005, p. 10). The professional is
left to detennine the possible risks and decide whether or not to engage in a potential
nonsexual multiple relationship.
Evidence that psychologists do become involved in such relationships, sometimes
resulting in hann to the client, comes from examination of complaints to professional
organizations and licensing boards, and of scant existing research. Remarkably, however,
there has been no research to date regarding the ethical decision-making process in which
a psychologist engages regarding whether to become involved in a potential nonsexual
multiple relationships. This stndy empirically tests a proposed new model of ethical
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decision-making regarding nonsexual multiple relationships. The new model is derived
from existing general models, behavioral guidelines specific to nonsexual multiple
relationships and the limited research on the topic. This introduction provides a
foundational context for the reader by describing general ethics, ethics in psychology,
history of the AP A Ethics Code (including the definition of nonsexual multiple
relationships), general ethical decision-making models, components assumed in
behavioral guidelines regarding nonsexual multiple relationships, and factors that appear
to influence the decision-making process regarding potential involvement in nonsexual
multiple relationships.

Ethics

Ethics is an area of philosophy that emphasizes questions on morality, where
morality encompasses values such as good and bad, noble and ignoble, right and wrong,
justice, and virtue. General morality involves values that are shared by all people residing
in all places, often referred to as the common morality. For example, human rights are
representative of core common morality, as well as "moral obligation and moral virtue"
(Beauchamp & Walters, 2003, p. 2). This is distinct from the ethical principles that are
only relevant to members of a specialized field (e.g., psychologists). In the more concise
sense, morality is defined by universal principles; whereas in the broad sense it "includes
divergent moral norms, obligations, ideals, and attitudes that spring from particular
cultures, religions, and institutions" (p. 2).
Morality can be studied in several ways. The four most common ways involve
two nonnonnative and two nonnative approaches to ethics. Descriptive ethics and
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metaethics (nonnormative) "describe and analyze morality without taking moral
positions;" whereas general normative ethics and practical normative ethics "involve
taking moral positions" (Beauchamp & Walters, 2003, p. 3). More specifically,
descriptive ethics involves studies of moral behavior and beliefs. Such studies often focus
on specific moral codes and practices, such as the codes of honor or rules permitting the
taking a life in a given society. Metaethics includes analyses of terms such as good,
viItue, and honor that are fundamental to ethics.
General nonnative ethics, one of the two nonnative approaches, tries to define
and preserve basic principles and virtues fundamental to morality (Beauchamp &
Walters, 2003). This approach involves ethical theories that provide sets of general moral
principles, together with reasoning for accepting these rules and supporting the assertions
about the range of their applicability. Principles, such as respect for autonomy, justice,
and beneficence have played a significant role in some of these theories.
General nonnative theories are at times applied in explaining positions on CutTent
moral issues such as euthanasia, or research involving human participants. Often, though,
there is no clear path in transitioning from theory or the set of principles to particular
decision making or judgment. As such, theory and the principles often only "facilitate the
development of policies, action guides, or judgments" (Beauchamp & Walters, 2003, p.
4). The attempt to create practical action guides are defined as practical ethics.
As previously noted, different basic moral principles are fundamental to ethical
theories and appear to be "presupposed" in the professional codes of ethics (Beauchamp
& Walters, 2003, p. 21). These principles are general in nature (e.g. respect for

autonomy, beneficence, and justice) from which many other specific standards are
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derived to serve as guides to judgment or decision-making. However, the ethical
principles provide only a "starting point" for ethical judgment and evaluation; "more
content is needed than that supplied by principles alone," for they are at times insufficient
for ethical thinking (p. 22).
Over the past several decades, psychologists in the American Psychological
Association have worked to develop a code of conduct founded on basic moral principles
and providing practical guidelines for professional ethical conduct.

APA Ethical Principles for Psychologists and Code of Conduct
A call for a fonnal set of applicable ethical principles (i.e., professional codes) for
psychologists arose following the events around the middle of the last century (Fisher,
2003; Pope & Vetter, 1992). Just prior to and following World War II, there was an
increase in awareness and utilization of psychological services. Psychologists helped with
the treatment of veterans when they returned from the war, as well as created assessment
measures to help evaluate eligibility for military service (Fisher, 2003). The incorporation
of the principles of psychology during that time period facilitated growth in the
discipline, forcing a greater awareness of the need to better define the values underlying
the profession and guidelines for psychologists' thinking and actions in practice,
research, and teaching settings (Kitchener, 2000).
To help compose a document that would reflect a set of the values of the
discipline, the first APA Ethics Committee was formed in 1947 (Fisher, 2003; Gottlieb,
1993). The committee utilized the expertise of the AP A members to develop these
standards. Members were asked to provide examples of situations they encountered in
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practice that involved decisions regarding ethical conduct. A separate committee
evaluated the set of examples, isolating important overarching ethical themes regarding
the conduct of professionals. The final document, composed in 1953, represented a set of
ethical principles and standards that were intended to help clinicians in their decisionmaking process when facing dilemmas of moral nature. The idea was (and has continued
to be for over 50 years) for the code to encompass "standards that would encourage the
highest endeavor of psychologists, ensure public welfare, promote sound relationships
with allied professions, and promote the professional standing of the discipline" (Fisher,
2003, p. 3).
The original ethics code for the discipline contained both aspirational principles
and enforceable standards (Fisher, 2003). Aspirational principles were general ethical
principles intended to serve as the moral foundation of the psychologists' professional
behavior. The fundamental principles were "to do good, to do no hann, to respect others,
and to treat all individuals honestly and fairly" (Fisher, p. 5). Enforceable standards were
guidelines for specific actions consistent with the notions of the aspirational principles.
Specific standards were significant since they increased the usefulness of the Ethics Code
to practitioners. Due to an increase in the number of complaints brought against clinicians
for ethical violations, there was a need to provide clinicians with better ways to manage
the serious risks (Bennett, Bryant, VandenBos, & Greenwood, 1990). The 1992
American Psychological Association Ethics Code (APA Ethics Code) separated the
aspirational principles from the enforceable standards in the text of the code and
reworded many of the standards to make them "simple, behaviorally focused, and
representative of unitary concepts" (Fisher, 2003, p. 5). The next (and most recent)
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revised version of the Ethics Code, published in 2002, retained the same separation of the
two types of statements and provided further definition and behavioral description of the
standards, with the intent to improve the usefulness of the document to professionals.
One of the goals of the current Ethics Code is "its professional socialization
function" (Fisher, 2003, p. 7). The code encompasses principles and standards that guide
professionals' conduct in situations involving ethical dilenunas, reflecting their
expectations of themselves as well as of others. Some behaviors have been explicitly
identified as ethical, such as maintaining the confidentiality of those with whom
psychologists work, or unethical, such as sexual relationships between therapists and
clients. However, there are many situations for which a single ethically appropriate
action cannot be clearly defined because of the complexity of factors involved. In those
circumstances, the APA ethical standards of conduct are not of significant assistance
(Fisher, 2003; Pope & Vasquez, 1998). The Canadian Code of Ethics for Psychologists
(Canadian Psychological Association [CPA], 1991) attempts to address this issue by
incorporating a sequence of seven behavioral steps intended to guide psychologists'
decision-making process when faced with such an ethical dilemma. Even though the CPA
Ethics Code could be perceived as a model for decision-making process (Sinclair, 1998),
some argue that it lacks a theoretical basis and empirical support (e.g., Hadjistavropoulos
& Malloy, 2000).

Multiple relationships. Situations involving multiple relationships between
psychologists and consumers have been reported to be among the most frequently
encountered ethical dilenunas in psychology (Pope, 2006; Pope & Vasquez, 1998; Pope
& Vetter, 1992). The reported frequency of such concerns led to an increased awareness
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of the importance of composing ethical standards that address these dilemmas. The
evolution of the definition of multiple relationships in the APA Ethics Code exemplifies
the increased professional focus. The AP A Ethics Codes of 1977, 1981, 1992, and 2002
show gradual modification in the definition of multiple relationships in addition to the
clear prohibition of sexual multiple relationships.
Multiple relationships were first referred to as dual relationships in the APA
Ethics Code. They were noted to be problematic in 1963. A psychologist was cautioned
against "entering into a professional relationship with members of his own family,
intimate friends, close associates, or others whose welfare might be jeopardized by such a
dual relationship" (APA, 1963, Principle 8c).
In the 1970s psychologists began to recognize sexual relationships with clients as
violations of the boundaries established in a professional relationship (Gottlieb, 1994;
Pope, 1988) and as hannful to clients (Holroyd & Brodsky, 1980). A significant number
of sexual misconduct complaints were received by ethics committees and state licensing
boards (Gottlieb, Sell, & Schoenfeld, 1988; Sell, Gottlieb, & Schoenfeld, 1986). As a
consequence, AP A (1977) formulated a revised set of ethical principles, which included a
standard of conduct explicitly prohibiting sexual relationships with clients.
Further complaints against psychologists were lodged regarding nonsexual
multiple relationships (Borys, 1992). These concerns raised negative ethical and legal
implications for !be profession and underscored the critical importance of providing
clinicians with guidelines to avoid the serious risks to client welfare (Gottlieb, 1994). The
1992 AP A Ethics Code stressed the necessity for proper boundaries beyond those
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involving sexually intimate contact between clinicians and clients to reduce the potential
for conflict of interest and hann to the client and the therapeutic process:

Psychologists must always be sensitive to the potential hannful effects of other contacts
on their work and on those persons with whom they deal. A psychologist refrains from
entering into or promising another personal, scientific, professional, financial, or other
relationship with such persons if it appears likely that such a relationship reasonably
might impair the psychologist's objectivity or otherwise interfere with the psychologist's
effectively perfonning his or her functions as a psychologist, or might hann or exploit the
other party. (APA, 1992, Principle 1.17a)

The majority of researchers agreed that sexual multiple relationships between a
therapist and a client were hannful to the clients. There was far less consensus on the
topic of nonsexual multiple relationships following the publication of the new ethics code
in 1992. A few professionals strongly opposed the ethical guidelines for fear that they
would be "transfornled" into "artificial boundaries", likely resulting in the undermining
of clinical spontaneity and, ultimately, the destruction of clinical effectiveness (Lazarus,
1994, p. 258). Lazarus (1994) argued that propagation of the "rigid" adherence to the
then existing ethical principles related to dual relationships was likely to lead to
inadequate clinical service due to hindrance of the clinician's display of "compassion,
benevolence, sensitivity and caring" (p. 260). On the opposing side, those who suppOJied
the prohibition of nonsexual multiple relationships expressed the concern that such
interactions began the erosion of appropriate boundaries between the therapist and the
client. They argued that the erosion creates confusion for the client and, ultimately, risks
a slippery slope slide into a sexual relationship with the client (Gutheil & Gabbard,
1998). The task force charged with the drafting of the 2002 code worked to achieve a
balance between these two positions.
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The definition of multiple relationships in the 2002 Ethics Code refers to both
sexual and nonsexual multiple relationships (APA 2002). According to the code, multiple
relationships exist between a psychotherapist and a client when they are engaged in a
relationship (personal or professional) in addition to the therapeutic relationship.
Specifically, the code states that:

(a) A multiple relationship occurs when a psychologist is in a professional role with a
person and (1) at the same time is in another role with the same person, (2) at the same
time is in a relationship with a person closely associated with or related to the person with
whom the psychologist has the professional relationship, or (3) promises to enter into
another relationship in the future with the person or a person closely associated with or
related to the person.
A psychologist refrains from entering into a multiple relationship if the multiple
relationship could reasonably be expected to impair the psychologist's objectivity,
competence, or effectiveness in performing his or her functions as a psychologist, or
otherwise risks exploitation or hann to the person with whom the professional
relationship exists.
Multiple relationships that would not reasonably be expected to cause impainnent or risk
exploitation or hann are not unethical.
(b) If a psychologist finds that, due to unforeseen factors, a potentially hannful multiple
relationship has arisen, the psychologist takes reasonable steps to resolve it with due
regard for the best interests of the affected person and maximal compliance with the
Ethics Code.
(c) When psychologists are required by law, institutional policy, or extraordinary
circumstances to serve in more than one role in judicial or administrative proceedings, at
the outset they clarify role expectations and the extent of confidentiality and thereafter as
changes occur. (APA, 2002, Principle 3.05)

This new definition of nonsexual multiple relationships failed to resolve the
controversy, however. Lazarus and Zur (2002) continue to argue that multiple
relationships are falsely perceived by the majority of professionals as having great
potential for harm and exploitation of the client, similar to sexual boundary violations.
They claim that such restrictive views are, in part, the result ofrecent continuing
education seminars that emphasize restrained interactions with clients in clinical practice
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as a primary strategy for avoiding malpractice suits. On the other hand, other
professionals stress that "there is a sanctity and 'sacredness' inherent in both thinking
about and being in a client-therapist relationship" (Gabriel, 2005, p. 9-10). As such, the
"overlapping of this sanctified professional helping relationship into areas regarded as
taboo or abusive" (i.e. dual or multiple relationships) implies interactions comparable to
an "incestuous relationship" (Gabriel, 2005, p. 10).
Sonne (2006) pointed out that at least some of the current controversy may stem
from the fact that the definition of nonsexual multiple relationships tends to be distorted
during discussions among clinicians. The term continues to be confused with the
concepts of incidental or accidental contacts and other types of common (and more
benign) boundary crossings. Sonne argued that the continuing definitional confusion of
the teml creates meaningless arguments and defies resolution of the question of whether
(or when) nonsexual multiple relationships are or are not an inherent risk to the welfare
of the client.
Evidence that psychologists do engage in nonsexual multiple relationships,
sometimes resulting in harm to the client, comes from examination of complaints to
professional organizations and licensing boards (Ehlert, 2002), and scant existing
research (Pope, Tabachnick, & Keith-Spiegel, 1987; Schank & Skovholt; 1997; Wright,
2007). Pope, Tabachnick, and Keith-Spiegel (1987) surveyed members of AP A Division
29 regarding the degree to which they engaged in listed nonsexual multiple relationships.
Their findings indicated that over 75% of their participants reported engaging in social
events with their clients (e.g. wedding), with 25% initiating such interactions. A moderate
number of psychologists reported providing therapy to a student or supervisee (30%), to a
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fiiend (28.3%), and to employees (15.6%). About 25% of the participants in the study
indicated that on rare occasions they had engaged in baliering for services. In her
dissertation, Ehlert (2002) investigated U.S. psychologists who had been sanctioned by
their licensing boards and subsequently reported to the American Psychological
Association (AP A). She indicated that 19% of the reports to the AP A involved nonsexual
multiple relationships between the therapist and the client.
Given that the current APA Ethics Code does not (and arguably cannot) provide
clear-cut ethical standards regarding therapists' engagement in nonsexual mUltiple
relationships with their clients, clinicians must engage in their own ethical decisionmaking process with each potential involvement. As indicated above, psychologists do
decide to enter into such relationships. And, at times that decision has resulted in harm to
the client. Remarkably, there is scant research to date regarding how psychologists make
those decisions (the ethical decision-making process), or when such decisions contribute
to or threaten clients' welfare (the ethical decision-making outcome). The focus of this
study is to present a model of the ethical decision-making process for psychologists
confronted with potential involvement in a nonsexual multiple relationship with a current
client and empirically test a portion of the model.

Ethical Decision-Making Model Regarding Therapist Involvement in Nonsexual
Multiple Relationships

The ethical decision-making model presented in this study delineates six
components or steps in the process and includes four types of factors that influence one
or more of the components. The model is derived from general models of ethical
decision-making, specific behavioral guidelines regarding nonsexual multiple
II

relationships, and from the results of the limited research to date identifying
characteristics of those psychologists who decide to engage in nonsexual multiple
relationships as well as various situational variables.

Decision-making process components and influential factors derived from
general models. To help facilitate our understanding of the decision-making process we
first examine a general ethical decision-making model developed by Street and
colleagues (2001). Their Cognitive Elaboration (CE) Model of Ethical Decision-Making
is founded on earlier models proposed by Rest (1986), Petty and Cacioppo (1981, 1986),
and Jones (1991) (See Figure I). The CE Model incorporates Rest's (1986) fourcomponent model of moral conduct. The four components are defined as: (I) recognizing
an ethical dilemma by assessing a situation through possible actions and how those
actions will impact the individual(s) involved, (2) reasoning about the issue (i.e. making
an interpretation about the possible actions, and detennining one as morally appropriate),
(3) recognizing relevant moral values and choosing an action, and (4) engaging in
behavior (See Figure 1). Rest noted that these components are independent of each other,
in concept; achievement of one step does not necessarily imply achievement of another.
For example, a professional may fail to recognize the ethical dilemma, despite having
good ethical reasoning skills. FUliher, a practitioner might be highly skilled in reasoning,
but fail to choose to act ethically (Street, Douglas, Geiger, & Martinko, 200 I).
The CE Model further incorporates some of the basic principles of the
Elaboration-Likelihood model (ELM) described by Petty and Cacioppo (1981,1986).
ELM emphasizes the change in and establishment of an attitude towards a given object
("elaboration") and assesses the amount of cognitive-related energy a decision-maker is
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willing to engage in when evaluating the object's positive and negative characteristics.
Street and his colleagues indicated that identifying a situation as an ethical dilemma is
similar to the idea of change in attitude towards a given object, such as the "change from
a state of no opinion to the opinion" that the issue does have attributes with a potential to
violate ethical principle (p. 264). That identification and the subsequent processing and
resolution of the dilemma requires "cognitive expenditure", defined as the "extent to
which the decision-maker is willing and able to purposely expend cognitive eff011 in
resolving an ethical issue") (p. 258). The authors described two levels of cognitive
expenditure: high and low. These levels detennine which behavior (moral or not) is more
likely as an outcome.
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Figure 1. The Cognitive Elaboration Model of ethical decision-making.
From "The Impact of Cognitive Expenditure on the Ethical Decision-Making Process: The Cognitive
Elaboration Model," by M. D. Street, S. C. Douglas, S. W. Gieger, and M. J. Martinko, 2001,
Organizational Behavioral and Human Decision Processes, 86, p. 265).

The framework also involves modified aspects of Jones' (1991) ethical decisionmaking model. It incorporates individual and situational characteristics of motivational
and ability elements that contribute to the level of cognitive expenditure. Street and
colleagues (200 I) proposed that for a psychologist "to engage in purposeful and issuerelevant thinking he or she must have sufficient motivation and ability to do so" (p. 262).
There are several individual and situational characteristics within the motivation
and ability elements described by Street and his colleagues. The degree to which an
individual typically chooses to engage in the cognitive processing ("need for cognition")
and the degree of preference for reaching a quick resolution to issues ("need for closure")
are two individual motivational characteristics related to the level of cognitive
expenditure (p. 269). For example, research points out that some individuals tend to
refrain from tasks requiring efforiful cognitive engagement while others are eager to
engage in effortful analytical thinking (Cacioppo, Petty, & Morri s, 1983). Also,
individuals high in need for closure may tend to seek resolution to a question with the
first answer that occurs to them, while those low in need for closure may engage in
reasoning through several choices pri or to choosing one (Petty, 1995).
"Personal accountability" for the outcome and the degree of "personal rel evance"
of the situation are two situational characteristics identified within the motivation element
(p. 269). Individuals prove to be more cognitively engaged while considering an issue
when they feel personal accountability for the consequences to their decisions (Petty,
Harkins, & Williams, 1980). Fwihennore, based on research findings , people are likely
to engage in effortful thinking when the presenting issue is of personal relevance (Petty et
a1, 1995). The "moral intensity" of a dilemma is an additional situational characteristic
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within the motivation element in the framework. According to Jones, moral intensity is
"multidimensional"' (p. 372). It incorporates factors such as (I) the degree of harm (or
benefit) to a client if action is made, (2) social consensus of the action as evil, (3)
probability of effect, (4) "temporal immediacy" of the consequences, (5) "closeness of
the psychologist" to the client (social, cultural, psychological, or physical similarities),
and (6) the number of people affected by the intended action (p. 376). Higher moral
intensity of the ethical issue implies a greater likelihood for ethical behavior since the
moral intensity impacts each of the four steps in the moral decision-making process
(Jones, 1991; Street et aI, 2001).
The CE Model fUliher incorporates several individual and situational
characteristics within the ability element. The "amount of relevant knowledge" (the
degree of applicable knowledge an individual has regarding the presenting dilemma) and
the "event occurrence conceptualization" (the individual's ability to consider the possible
consequences to the event that have not taken place) are described as individual ability
characteristics in the model. Research findings point out that an individual with high
relevant knowledge is more likely to engage in effortful analytic examination of the issue
versus an individual with limited knowledge (Wood, KaIIgren, & Preisler, 1985).
Furthennore, individuals were found to be likely to expend less cognitive effort on
evaluation of events when they fail to consider the possible outcomes (Jones, 1991).
The model includes two situational ability-related characteristics: "level of
distraction" and "immediacy of processing" of the infonnation. Practitioners are likely to
be limited in their ability to process infonnation when they are distracted by external
stimuli while processing information on a given event (Petty et aI, 1995, Street et aI,
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2001; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Furthennore, when there is a time constraint on the
thinking process, an individual's ability is likely to be hindered. Research indicates that
individuals are more likely to expend cognitive effort when there are no time limitations
present (Kruglanski & Freund, 1983).
Decision-making process components derived from behavioral guidelines
regarding therapist involvement in nonsexual multiple relationships. A number of
specific behavioral guidelines for ethical decision-making have been proposed to address
the dilemmas regarding nonsexual multiple relationships. Many of these guidelines
explicitly or implicitly include and expand the four core components of the general
decision making process described by Street and his colleagues (2001). The following is
a summary of the decision-making components elaborated in these specific guidelines
(See Table 1).

Component I. As identified in a number of guidelines for ethical decisionmaking, the process begins with the professional's recognition of an ethical issue arising
in the therapeutic interaction (Corey, Corey, & Callanan, 1998; Haas & Malouf, 1989;
Handelsman, 1991; Handelsman, 1994; Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 1998; Welfel, 2002).
Inherent in this recognition is the professional's assessment of the primary attributes of
the issue in need of ethical reflection (Corey, Corey, and Callanan, 1998; Haas and
Malouf, 1989; Handelsman, 1991; Handelsman, 1994; Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 1998;
Pope and Vasquez, 2007; Welfel, 2002; Zur, 2007). This process includes the evaluation
of the dilemma on the basis of its potential to threaten foundational moral principles such
as beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice (Knapp & VandeCreek, 2006). The process
often also includes prioritizing those principles in situations when more than one
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Table 1
Components in the Ethical Decision-Making Process Regarding Therapist Involvement
in Nonsexual Multiple Relationships
Component
Component I. Recognition of
an ethical issue

Individual Steps for the Professional
Decision-Maker
I. Assessment of the primary attributes of the
issue that are in need of ethical reflection
2. Evaluation of the dilemma on the basis of its
potential to threaten foundational moral principles
such as beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice
3. Prioritization of those moral principles in
situations in which more than one is threatened

Component 2. Evaluation of the
necessity of the multiple
relationship

I. Evaluation of whether or not the secondary
relationship is necessary, despite the potentially
harmful effects that may be associated with it

Component 3. Identification of
possible alternative courses of
action, including an analysis of
the potential for risk vs. benefit
of each for the client, the
practitioner, and other third
parties

I. Consideration of possible actions, including
those beyond those that would emerge intuitively
or routinely
2. Evaluation of the potential cost-benefit of each
action for the client, the practitioner, and other
third parti es
2.a. Evaluation of risk ofhaml to the client given
the secondary relationship
2.b. Evaluation of risk ofhann to the
professional given the secondary relationship
2.c. Evaluation of risk of harm to other parties
2.d. Evaluation of potential benefit to the client
given the secondary relationship
2.e. Evaluation of potential benefit to the therapist
given the secondary relationship
2.f. Evaluation of potential benefit to third parties
3. Consultation and evaluation of the context
surrounding the potential multiple relationship.
4. Consideration of how the action will be
evaluated by peers

Component 4. Choice of one
solution upon which to act

1. Choice of an action which ought to be the one
with the least potential for hann to the client and
others when evaluated according to general moral
principles.
2. Discussion with the client by informing him or
her of the dilemma and the proposed action
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Table 1. Continued.
Component 5. Engagement in
action to accomplish the chosen
solution

1. Engagement in behavior with least potential for
hann to the client and others when evaluated
according to general ethical principles.

Component 6. Following the
action, reflection on the
perfonned action, the
experience of the process, and
the outcome

1. Assumption of responsibility for the action
chosen.
2. Reflection regarding whether or not the moral
principles were upheld
3. Identification whether or not the choice and
engagement of a specific action becomes hannful
to the client and take appropriate steps to remedy

principle is threatened. For example, responsibility to protect a client from hann
overrides the obligation of protecting confidentiality when suicidal ideation is reported by
a client (Haas & Malouf, 1989)

Component 2. In the case of nonsexual multiple relationships, the decisionmaking component following recognition of a potential ethical dilemma should involve
an evaluation of the necessity for the multiple relationship. The therapist must detennine
whether or not the secondary relationship is necessary (i.e. mandated or voluntary),
despite the potentially hannful effects that may be associated with it (Younggren, 2002;
Zur, 2007). For example, not all multiple relationships can be avoided, and some are
necessary, such as those in a military setting (Gottlieb & Younggren, 2004).

Component 3. The third component described in ethical decision-making
guidelines is the professional's identification of possible alternative courses of action,
including an analysis of the potential for risk vs. benefit of each for the client, the
practitioner, and other third parties (Corey, Corey, & Callanan, 1998; Haas & Malouf,
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1989; Handelsman, 1991 ; Handelsman, 1994; Kitchener, 2000; Knapp & VandeCreek,
2006; Pope & Vasquez, 2007; Welfel , 2002; Zur, 2007). This step allows the
professional to entertain possible interventions beyond those that would emerge
intuitively or routinely. The identification of alternative forms of action should include
an analysis of the potential cost-benefit for the client, the practitioner, and other
individuals involved, including the public (e.g., deciding on protecting confidentiality of
the client versus protecting the public) (Corey, Corey, & Callanan, 1998; Haas & Malouf,
1989; Handelsman, 1991 ; Handel sman, 1994; Kitchener, 2000; Knapp & VandeCreek,
2006; Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 1998; Pope & Vasquez, 2007; Welfel, 2002; Zur, 2007).
In addition to assessing the risk of harm to the client as a result of the secondary
relationship, the psychologist must also evaluate risk of harm to the therapist (e.g. the risk
of having charges of unethical conduct brought against him or her; Younggren, 2002) and
other parties (e.g., the risk that a family member of the client could be confused or
di stressed given a secondary relationship between the therapist and client). This third
component should also include evaluation of who may potentially benefit from the
secondary relationship (Younggren, 2002). This issue is most apparent in small
community settings. For example, does a psychologist in a rural community purchase a
car from the only dealership in town owned by a client? People in the psychologist's
community may question the action if the purchase of the car is made elsewhere,
potentially undennining the confidence of the client and others in the therapi st.
Haas and Malouf (1989) suggested that the practitioner must evaluate whether the
chosen solution "could ... be justified under the public scrutiny of peers?" (p. 13). Thus,
an addition step in this component invo lves consultation and evaluation of the contexts
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surrounding the potential multiple relationship. Most decisions made regarding a
therapeutic relationship occur in the isolated setting of the therapy office (Gottlieb &
Younggren, 2004). Thus, it may be easy to ignore the context of the secondary
relationship. This could limit the therapist's objectivity during the decision-making
process regarding whether or not to engage in the multiple relationship. For example,
when accepting a client's invitation to have coffee at a local restaurant a professional may
fail to consider possible encounter with a colleague or a friend who frequently visits the
facility. During the encounter the friend or the colleague may share intimate infonnation
about the therapist, such as a recent encounter with law enforcement that may have a
negative impact on the therapeutic relationship. To ensure objectivity, it is important to
examine the literature on multiple relationships (Pope & Keith-Spiegel, 2008) and consult
with a trusted colleague to enhance the consideration of all important factors in the
decision-making process (Gottlieb, 1993; Gottlieb & Younggren, 2004; Pope & KeithSpiegel, 2008; Zur, 2007). Younggren and Gottlieb (2004) pointed out that the
psychologist generally makes a decision viewing the behavior "prospectively," but the
evaluation of the action by other professionals, attorneys, or licensing boards most often
occurs "retrospectively" (p. 4). Therefore, this third component should also include
consideration of how the action will be evaluated by peers.

Component 4. The fourth component common in many ethical decision-making
models involves the psychologist's choosing an action (Corey, Corey, & Callanan, 1998;
Kitchener, 2000; Pope & Vasquez 2007; Welfel, 2002). Knapp and VandeCreek (2006)
posit that the proposed action ought to be the one with the least potential for harm to the
client when evaluated according to general moral principles. One way the practitioner
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may conduct such an evaluation is to develop an adequate rationale for how the proposed
solution may be consistent with the short- and long-term goals in the patient's treatment
plan (Zur, 2007). This process should further involve the therapist informing the client
of the dilemma and the proposed action, evaluating the client' s level of insight and
perception of the dilemma, and requesting the client's informed consent before engaging
in the action (Y ounggren, 2002; Zur, 2007).
Componellt 5. The fifth component in the ethical decision-making process is the
practitioner'S engagement of action to accompl ish the chosen solution (Kitchener, 2000;
Knapp & Vande Creek, 2006; Welfel, 2002). Here the clinician's behavior is expected to
be of the least potential for hann to the client when evaluated against ethical principles as
determined by the preceding components.
Componellt 6. Recently, researchers have proposed a last component in the
ethical decision making process. Some have recommended that following the enactment
of the chosen solution to the ethical dilemma, the practitioner should assume
responsibi lity for the action, reflect on the performed action, the experience of the
process, and the outcome (Kitchener, 2000; Pope & Vasquez, 2007; Welfel, 2002). The
evaluation may include whether or not the moral principles were upheld (Knapp &
VandeCreek. 2006). Further. Zur (2007) recommended the psychotherapist's use of
adequate measures to help evaluate the effects of the chosen action. Should there be
negative consequences, the enacted plan may be discontinued and the therapist may
develop a new form of action. This process of reflection on the consequences may lead
the professional to consider changes in the decision-making process for future ethi cal
dilemmas (Pope & Vasquez, 2007).
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Roll and Millen (1981) also focused on the last component of the ethical decisionmaking process described above, specifically when the professional decided to engage in
the multiple relationship. They emphasized that it is especially important for the
psychologist engaged in a multiple relationship to refrain from becoming negligent
regarding the rules related to the therapeutic process, such as time, place, and code of
behavior. The idea is that the therapeutic relationship should be considered the "dominant
relationship" (p. 184). The clinician should be able to detennine whether the therapeutic
relationship remains beneficial to the client; if not, the therapist should take appropriate
steps to tenninate the therapeutic relationship and make a referral ifhann is apparent
(Roll & Millen, 1981; Pope & Keith-Spiegel, 2008).
As Ebert (1997) points out, some clinicians may actually enter into deliberated
decision-making only at this last step in the process, having already entered into a
nonsexual multiple relationship "without thinking." In such cases, component 6 serves to
initiate component 1 as the clinician first recognizes the ethical issue inherent in the
multiple relationship.
Figure 2 presents six decision-making process components and the influential
factors derived from the integration of the model proposed by Street and his col leagues'
and the specific behavioral guidelines described above regarding involvement in a
nonsexual multiple relationship.
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Figure 2. Integrated model of ethical decision-making regarding therapist involvement in nonsexual multiple
relationships.

Component I - Recogn ition of an ethical dilemma; Component 2 - Evaluation of the necessity of the multiple
relationship; Component 3 - Identification of possible alternative courses of action, including an analysis of the
potential for risk vs. benefit of each for the client, the practitioner, and other third parties; Component 4 - Choice
of one solution upon which to act; Component 5 - Engagement in action to accompli sh the chosen solution;
Component 6 - Following the action, reflection on the performed action, the experience of the process, and the
outcome.
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Influential factors in the decision-making process derived from specific
behavioral guidelines regarding involvement in nonsexual multiple relationships.
Sonne (2006) formulated a practical decision-making framework intended to guide the
clinician in his or her thought process when considering involvement in a nonsexual
multiple relationship with a cli ent. Her framework represents an integration of the
components of the decision-making process and the factors impacting that process
identified in the existing literature. Sonne focused on two deci sion-making components the recognition of the ethical dilemma and the decision to engage versus not engage in
the multiple relationship. She emphasized four main factors affecting those components therapist factors, client factors, therapy relationship factors, and other relationship factors.
The next section of this introduction presents a discussion of the four factors and the
specific elements within each factor as summarized by Sonne. In addition some
additional elements have been introduced by more recent investigations (See Table 2).

Therapist factors. Several investigators have suggested that certain therapist
factors may affect the professional's ethical decision-making at any point in the process.
Welfel (2002) explained that the recognition component of the ethical decision-making
process (the first component) is certainly affected by the professional's "ethical
sensitivity" (p. 25). She describes this factor as an awareness of the "commonness,
complexity, and subtleties of ethical dilenunas" in the mental health profession and a
vigilance for their detection (p. 26).
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Table 2

Factors Influencing the Ethical Decision-Making Process Regarding Therapist
Involvement in Nonsexual Multiple Relationships
Factor

Elements

Therapist factors

Ethical sensitivity
Relevant knowledge
Professional's knowledge of existing ethical codes
Therapist's experience with similar ethical dilemmas
Event occurrence conceptualization
Personal/professional identity, including guiding ethical
principles and personal accountability
Therapist's willingness to expend cognitive effort
Therapist's personality traits (including need for cognition and
need for closure) and affective states (mental health)
Therapist gender
Culture
Religion/spiritual orientation
Theoretical orientation
Years of experience

Client factors

Client gender
Culture
Religious/spiritual orientation
Psychosocial strengths and vulnerabilities
History of prior boundary violations

Primary
(therapy)
relationship
factors

Nature of therapeutic relationship (including power differential
between therapist and client; duration of the therapeutic
relationship, and clarity of termination of the primary
relationship)
Practice setting
Practice locale

Secondary
(other)
relationship
factors

Clarity of primary relationship roles vs. secondary relationship
roles
Compatibility of therapist/client roles with roles in secondary
relationship (potential for role conflict)
Moral intensity
Nature ofthe potential positive effects of engaging in the
secondary relationship (e.g., potential benefits for therapist of
secondary relationship; potential benefits for client of secondary
relationship; potential benefits to the primary relationship)
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Table 2. Continued.
Nature of the potential negative effects of engaging in the
secondary relationship (e.g., impaired objectivity of the therapist,
impaired competency of the therapist, impaired ability for the
therapist to uphold ethical and legal responsibilities to the client,
risk of exploitation of the client)
Nature of potential negative effects of engaging in a secondary
relationship to third parties
Probability of the effects (the likelihood for the positive and
negative consequences for the client, the therapist, and others)
Temporal immediacy of the positive and negative consequences
Peer view of the therapist's decision
Nature of closeness of the therapist to the client
Affective meaning of the secondary relationship to the therapist
Setting of the secondary relationship
Locale of the secondary relationship
Distraction
Immediacy of processing

Another factor affecting the first component in the decision making process, and
closely related to the professional's "ethical sensitivity", is the professional's knowledge
of existing ethical codes, legal standards, and social mores. Such knowledge is derived
from the professional's familiarity with published codes and standards (Corey, Corey, &
Callanan, 1998; Welfel, 2002; Pope & Kieth-Spiegel, 2008; Pope & Vasquez, 2007).
Haas and Malouf (1989) noted that such standards can "range from highly specific (e.g.,
Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, which mandate specific aspects of
testing procedure) to quite broad (e.g., general social standards that one should keep
one's promises, sometimes also codified in legal statutes that make fraud a criminal
offense)" (p. 10). Knowledge may also be attained from consultation with colleagues and
review of existing literature expressing others' views and opinions (Haas & Malouf,
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1998; Handelsman, 1991 ; Handelsman, 1994; Corey, Corey, & Callanan, 1998; Koocher
& Keith-Spiegel, 1998; Welfel, 2002; Pope & Keith-Spiegel, 2008; Pope & Vasquez,

2007). Furthennore, the professional's ability to consider possible consequences when
engaging in ethical decision-making process regarding the potential multiple relationship
(i.e. the "event occurrence conceptualization") can facilitate understanding through
experience and/or training that enables the therapist to imagine (conceptualize) how a
dilemma may unfold (Street et aI, 2001).
A factor likely related to the professional's ethical sensitivity and knowledge, is
the therapist's experience with similar ethical dilemmas (Pope & Vasquez, 2002; Street et
al,2001). For example, practitioners often recognize an ethical dilemma after engaging
in the secondary relationship, at times due to negative consequences that arise as a result
of their behavior. As such, prior encounters with ethical dilemmas may lead to
recognition offamiliar situational characteristics that serve to alert the professional of the
potential dilemma.
The professional 's knowledge of ethical codes, legal standards, and social mores,
and the professional's experience with similar ethical dilemmas are two factors, all
encompassing the amount of "relevant knowledge" (Street et aI, 2001), also are likely to
affect the second and third components of the ethical decision-making process described
above. Specifically, these two elements probably impact the evaluation of whether the
multiple relationship is necessary, and the identification of possible alternative courses of
action given the potential for harm or benefit to the client.
In addition, Woody (1990) suggested that the therapist's "personaVprofessional
identity" can be considered an important therapist factor in the ethical decision-making
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process (p. 134). The factor reflects how the person's intuitive and critical thinking,
opposed to the knowledge and level of professional ethics, influence judgment of the
dilemma. "Personal/profe ssional identity" may also include the therapist's guiding ethical
principles - those internalized moral values and principles that are likely to impact the
individual's ethical decision-making process - as well as the level of personal
accountability for the consequences of his or her decisions (cf. Kitchener, 2000; Knapp,
Gottlieb, & Handelsman, 2004; Knapp & Van-deCreek, 2003; Koocher & Keith-Spiegel,
1998; Street et ai, 2001; Welfel , 2002) . For example, it may be that the practitioner who
adheres most closely to the basic ethical principle of "do no harm" (nonmaleficence) is
less likely to engage in a nonsexual multiple relationship because of a heightened concern
for possible negative consequences for the client.
Drawing from the work of Street and colleagues, Sonne (2006) emphasized the
therapist's willingness to expend cognitive energy ("cognitive expenditure") as an
influential factor in the decision-making process. As described above, that willingness
may be affected by the therapist's ability and motivation to engage in cognitive activity
In addition , researcher noted that the therapi st's stable personality traits [e.g., cognitive
rigidity (or need for cognition), need for closure, narcissistic personality traits] and more
transient affective states (e.g., anxiety) can impact the professional' s process as a
decision-maker by disabling the therapist's initial recognition of the ethical dilemma or
diminishing the exploration of the ethical issues and possible courses of action (Ehleli,
2003; Street et aI, 2001; Woody, 1990). Ebert (1997) posited that the therapist's state of
mental health should be considered. He noted that a psychologist may tend to overlook or
ignore professional boundaries when experiencing significant stress or depression.
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Other therapist factors, such as the "purpose ofthe activity" (i.e., the therapist's
motives for entering into the secondary relationship) and the "methodology used by the
therapist" (e.g. use of coercion) during the contact were stressed by Ebert (1997) as
important to the decision-making process as well. Additional therapist factors listed by
Sonne (2006) include the therapist's gender (cf. Borys & Pope, 1989; Gilligan, 1982,
Haas, Malouf, & Mayerson, 1988), culture and religion/spirituality (cf. Llewellyn, 2002),
theoretical orientation, and years of experience (cf., Borys & Pope, 1989).

Client/actors. Client factors thought to influence the psychologist's ethical
decision-making process regarding involvement in nonsexual multiple relationships
include the client's gender, culture, religious/spiritual orientation, psychosocial strengths
and vulnerabilities, and history of prior boundary violations (Sonne, 2006). For example,
what are considered harmful violations of the boundaries surrounding the therapeutic
relationship may differ among cultures or religious/spiritual orientations, and thus
influence the client's perceptions and expectations of the therapeutic interactions and
professional conduct (cf. Gutheil & Gabbard, 1998). The clinician is also encouraged to
evaluate the client's psychosocial strengths and vulnerabilities when thinking of
becoming engaged in a nonsexual multiple relationship (cf. Ebert, 1997; Moleski &
Kiselica, 2005). This element can be associated with the client's diagnosis; the severity of
the disorder is likely to playa role in the client's insight and ability to anticipate possible
adverse consequences when confronted with the possibility of a secondary relationship
with the therapist. Ebert (1997) noted that a psychiatric patient is less likely to make an
autonomous decision regarding involvement in a second relationship with a therapist than
is a "mentally healthy" client (p. 152). The history of prior boundary violations (e.g.
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sexual abuse) is noted as an additional client factor to be considered. Clients who have
experienced previous inappropriate, and often hannful, relationships may experience
difficulties identifying and differentiating adaptive relationship roles, requiring caution
and increased awareness on the part of the therapist who is considering engaging in a
nonsexual multiple relationship.
PrilllaJY (therapy) relationship factors. Sonne (2006) listed factors related to the

therapeutic relationship likely to influence the process of decision-making, which include
nature of therapeutic relationship, practice setting, and practice locale. The first factor the "nature of the therapeutic relationship" - is defined as each person' s (the therapist's
and the client's) understanding of the roles and expectations in the therapy relationship
and the client's emotional reaction to the therapist (p. 189). Gottlieb (1993) outlines three
dimensions of the therapeutic relationship: the power differential between therapist and
client, duration of the therapentic relationship, and clarity oftennination of the
relationship. According to Gottlieb and others (e.g., Kitchener, 1988; Kitchener, 2000),
there is a greater likelihood ofhann to the client when the relationship is of higher power
differential and longer duration, and has not reached tennination.
The clinician's decision regarding whether or not to enter into a nonsexual
multiple relationship should vary depending on the "practice setting," due to differences
in environmental "demand" for "extra-therapeutic involvement" (Somle, 2006, p. 190).
For example, psychologists working in settings requiring community outreach programs
(e. g, community mental health facilities) are likely to view nonsexual multiple
relationships as more ethical than those who work in settings that do not imply demands
(e.g., private practice; cf. Borys & Pope, 1989; Haas, Malouf, & Mayerson, 1988). In
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addition, "practice locale" is an important factor; practitioners in small communities (e.g.,
lUral communities, military communities, gay and lesbian communities) are more likely
to encounter situations for nonsexual multiple relationships than clinicians in other
practice locales, and thus perceive them as more ethical (cf. Borys & Pope, 1989).

Secondary

(othel~

relationship factors. Sonne (2006) proposed consideration of a

set offactors related to the secondary (other) relationship between the therapist and the
client likely to influence the deci sion-making process. The first factor is "cl arity of
change in the nature and timetion of the relationship" to the client (p. 190). She stressed
that a nonsexual multiple relationship could lead to bluning of roles between the client
and the therapist due to the interactions in the secondary relationship (cf. Kitchener,
1988).
Related to the c1ruity of both sets of roles in the primary and secondary
relationships, is the potential for role conflict or role incompatibility between the two sets
(Ebelt, J 997; Kitchener, 1988; Sonne, 2006). Role incompatibility relates to the
difference in what is expected ofthe two roles for each individual, involving the degree
of change in obligations and power differential with an addition of the secondary
relationship (Gottlieb, 1993 ; Kitchener, 1988). Situations should be avoided in which the
likelihood for the role incompatibility is high because the risk for hann is increased. On
the other hand, when the incompatibility is low, the therapist could consider engaging in
the secondary relationship. Gottlieb (1993) noted, for example, that a client who was seen
for a smoking addiction could be seen for frunily therapy with his wife by the same
therapist.
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The third element consists of moral intensity, a variable introduced and defined
earl ier in this introduction. As indicated before, moral intensity is inclusive of several
dimensions on the nature of the secondary relationship (Street et ai, 200 I). One
dimension of moral intensity includes an evaluation of the nature of the potential positive
benefits inherent in the secondary relationship. It involves determination of whether the
secondary relationship to the therapy relationship holds benefits for the cli ent, the
therapist, and/or enhance the primary relationship (Ebert, 1997; Haas & Malouf, 1989;
Sonne, 2006; Williams, 1997; Younggren, 2002). For example, a nonsexual mUltiple
relationship could improve rapport between the therapist and the client, and thus could
benefit both the therapist and the client, and improve the therapeutic relationship. On the
other hand, it may be that the secondary relationship holds greater or exclusive benefit for
the therapist.
The nature of the secondary relationship that may prove harmful can also affect
the level of moral intensity and thus the decision-making process; aspects of the
secondary relationship may impair the therapist's objectivity, competency, or abil ities to
uphold the ethical and legal duties in the primary relationship. For example, the
secondary relationship may create a press for the therapist's self interest which would
interfere with the therapist' s objectivity. A secondary relationship that is quite public
may compromise the therapist's duty to uphold the client's confidentiality. Or a
secondary relationship may add to the therapist's sense of responsibility for the client's
happiness, enticing the therapist to extend clinical interventions into areas beyond the
clinician's training or experience.
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Sonne refen'ed to an additional moral intensity aspect of the secondary
relationship that would be expected to influence the decision-making process - the
"potential for harm to a third party" (cf., Haas and Maloufs, 1989; Pope & Vasquez,
1998; Burian & Slimp, 2000) (p. 191). Haas and Malouf (1989) recommended that the
identification of possible "stake-holders" - those individuals invested in the positive
outcome of treatment - affects the shape of the various options for action generated as
well as the cost-benefit analyses (p.6). "Stake holders" may be individuals or may be
institutions; for example, a university where the therapist is an employee could be
considered a "stake holder." Pope and Vasquez (2007) recommended that practitioners
consider all parties (i.e., all "stake holders") involved, including any collateral persons
who are likely to be impacted by any decisions made about the clinical process between a
particular client and the therapist. For example, the establishment of an
employer/employee relationship between a therapist and a client may generate negative
feelings of jealousy in other clients or confusion for the client's mother who pays for the
client's sessions.
The dimensions of moral intensity that are of significance when considering the
potential for hann vs. benefit to the client, the therapist, and third parties also include the
probability and the temporal immediacy of the negative (or positive) consequences
(Street et aI, 2001). For example, the more likely the hannful effects on the client and/or
the more immediate the negative effect the greater is the likelihood for the professional to
put forth stronger effort when engaging in the decision-making process.
How the secondary relationship is likely to be viewed by the professional's peers
is an additional dimension of moral intensity and thus the decision-making process
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(Street et ai, 2001). The action decided upon through the deci sion-making process ought
to be the one with the least potential for harm to the client when evaluated by peers
guided by general moral principles (Knapp & VandeCreek, 2006). Professional's level of
motivation to engage in the secondary relationship can change depending on whether or
not they perceive the action regarding the secondary relationship as one that would
receive criticism from colleagues.
The level of the decision-maker's motivation can also change depending on the
closeness of the psychologist to the cli ent. This last dimension of moral intensity refers to
the degree the professional and the client are simil ar or different in tenns of as social
standing, cultural background, and/or physical appearance (Street et ai, 2001).
The degree of personal relevance (such as the affective meaning) of the secondary
relationship to the therapist is another element to be assessed (Street et ai, 2001). Sonne
(2006) suggested that the clinician's emotional response to the possibi lity of the
secondary relationship should be evaluated, rather than rel ying solely on his or her
reasoning process (cf., Betan & Stanton, 1999; Greene, Gommerville, Nystrom, Darley,
& Cohen, 2001; Meara, Schmidt, & Day, 1996; Rest, Bebeau, & Volker, 1986). Feelings

such as fear, pity, excitement, and intrigue can be powerful motivators to action - more
powerful at times than cognitive reasoning processes.
Finally, four contextual aspects likely to impact the decision-making process
include the setting and locale of the secondary relationship, the level of di straction and
the ilmnediacy with which the decision-maker must anive at a deci sion. Most decisions
made regarding the addition of a secondary relationship to the therapeutic relationship
occur in the rather isolated setting of the therapist's office or home (Gottlieb and
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Younggren, 2004). Thus, unfortunately, there is often a tendency for the therapist to
exclude careful consideration of the context in which the secondary relationship may
occur-variables likely to impact the quality oftheir decision. For example, if the setting
andlor locale of the secondary relationship is very different from the therapeutic setting
and locale, the secondary roles are more likely to be incompatible. If the setting and
locale of both relationships are highly similar, the secondary relationship may be actually
unavoidable or expected. In addition, the level of distraction andlor the time constraints
placed on the decision-making process due to the nature of the secondary relationship can
hinder the level of objectivity and limit the degree of consideration needed. For example,
meeting the client at a store who is with a mutual acquaintance, the professional may
become distracted by the presence of the other person and choose to accept an invitation
from the client to a social event. Similarly, when pressed for time, a professional may be
restricted in the amount of effort or care that can be applied when engaging in the
decision-making process.

Empirical support for the four factors influential in the ethical decisionmaking process regarding therapist involvement in nonsexual multiple relationship.
As described above, there is substantial conceptual literature regarding nonsexual
multiple relationships between therapists and current clients. Unfortunately, there is a
dearth of empirical research on the topic despite the apparent frequency of such
relationships in practice and the heated controversy about whether such relationships
present an inherently high risk ofhann to the client. The following is a summary of the
existing empirical support for the four factors described above as influential in the
process of ethical decision-making regarding such involvements.
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Therapistfactors. One study that made a great contribution to the identification
of some potential therapist factors in ethical decision-making regarding therapist
involvement nonsexual multiple relationships was conducted by Borys and Pope (1989).
The study involved a large sample (4,800) of psychologists, psychiatrists, and social
workers who were surveyed regarding their attitudes and behaviors toward multiple
relationships with cun-ent and fonner clients. The participants responded to a survey
asking them to rate the ethicality of a variety of financial, social, and professional
nonsexual multiple relationships and the frequency with which they had engaged in such
relationships. Social and financial nonsexual multiple relationships involved various
boundary crossings, such as "employing a client" and "going out to tea with a client after
session" (p. 287). Professional multiple relationships included situations in which the
therapist engaged in the professional role of therapist together with another professional
role (e.g., a school instructor of a client).
Therapists' beliefs regarding the ethicality of social or financial multiple
relationships with clients differed according to participants' gender, profession,
theoretical orientation, and years of experience (Borys & Pope, 1989). Male clinicians
perceived such involvement also as more ethical than female colleagues. Psychologists
and social work practitioners perceived social or financial involvement with clients as
more ethical than psychiatrists. Practitioners with theoretical orientations other than
psychodynamic endorsed social or financial involvement as significantly more ethical.
And, those participants with 30 or more years of experience rated such multiple
relationships as more ethical than did those with less than 10 years of experience.
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The beliefs regarding the ethicality of multiple professional involvements with
clients differed significantly by gender, theoretical orientation, and years of experience
(Borys & Pope, 1989). Male therapists perceived such relationships as more ethical
compared to female therapists. Therapists practicing with orientations other than
psychodynamic also repol1ed such relationships as more ethical than respondents with
psychodynamic orientations. And, participants with experience of 30 years or more
viewed multiple professional roles as significantly more ethical than did those with less
than 10 years of experience.
The frequency of actual involvement in social multiple relationships with clients
varied with therapist's gender and theoretical orientation. Male therapists indicated
significantly more instances of such involvement than female practitioners. Practitioners
with theoretical orientations other than psychodynamic reported greater frequency of
social involvement with clients than practitioners with a psychodynamic therapeutic
orientation.
The frequency of involvement in financial multiple relationships with clients also
varied with the therapist's theoretical orientation, and with the practice locale. Therapists
with humanistic and cognitive therapeutic orientations reported greater participation in
financial involvement with clients than did psychodynamically oriented therapists (Borys
& Pope, 1989). And those therapists who lived and worked in the same small town

reported engaging in financial multiple relationships with a greater propol1ion of clients
than did respondents in other locales and respondents who lived and worked in different
communities.
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With regard to involvement in multiple professional roles, results again varied
with the gender and theoretical orientation of the therapists (Borys & Pope, 1989). Male
therapists reported greater frequency of such relationships than did female practitioners.
Participants with theoretical orientations other than psychodynamic indicated such
involvements with a significantly greater proportion of clients than did clinicians with a
psychodynamic orientation.
Gibson and Pope (1993) modeled their study after Pope, Tabachnick, and KeithSpiegel (1987). They surveyed counselors who were certified by National Board for
Certified Counselors (NBCC) regarding the degree to which they considered each of 88
behaviors (some of which reflected nonsexual multiple relationships with current clients)
to be ethical. Different from the prior study, researchers here included inquiries regarding
the degree to which counselors were confident in their rating of the ethics of each
behavior. Older participants were more likely to view "providing counseling to one of
your employees" and "providing counseling to one of your friends" as ethical than
younger participants and those in private practice (p. 333). The academic degree of the
participant appeared to relate to the reported level of confidence; elementary and middle
school counselors reported less confidence in their ratings than college professors.
Katz (2005) conducted a similar study to that of Borys and Pope (1989), but
surveyed only school psychologists. The purpose was to assess participants' reports of
the frequency of multiple relationships (e.g. "becoming a social friend of a parent or
guardian of a child to whom you currently provide school psychological services")
together with incidental boundary crossing (e.g. "hugging a child to whom you currently
provide school psychological services") encountered in their practice and the degree to
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which these issues were perceived as ethically problematic (p. 91). Their findings showed
further support for the role of gender, indicating female professionals to be more likely to
rate scenarios as unethical compared to male professionals. Participants with more
advanced degrees (i.e. doctorate degrees versus master's degrees) were also more
conservative in their ratings. Unfortunately, the data was presented in such a manner that
it was not possible to separate incidental involvements from multiple nonsexual
relationships as currently defined.
To date, only one study has examined the personality charactelistics of
psychologists who chose to engage in nonsexual multiple relationships with their current
clients. In her dissertation, Ehlert (2003) surveyed U.S. psychologists who had been
sanctioned by their licensing boards to gain an understanding of the characteristics that
differentiate those professionals who engage in nonsexual and sexual multiple
relationships (and other inappropriate boundary crossings) from those who do not. More
than half of the participants (60%) in the nonsexual multiple relationship group were
"sanctioned for boundary violations consisting of nonerotic physical contact and
excessive or inappropriate self-disclosure" (p. 101). Their responses were compared to a
control group, consisting of psychologists not sanctioned by their licensing boards.
The survey queried participants regarding object relations, parentification,
narcissistic injury, self-esteem, and ethical judgment. Impaired object relations included
"experienced frequent misunderstandings of countertransference," "interpersonal longing
or object hunger," "childhood boundary transgressions by a parental figure," "unresolved
anger toward authority figures," and "intolerance of negative transference" (p. 14). The
author defined parentification as "the familial interaction pattern whereby children and
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adolescents are assigned roles and responsibilities nonnally the province of adults in a
given culture, but which parents in a particular family have abdicated" (Mika, Bergner, &
Baum, 1987, p. 229). Narcissistic injury was defined as a psychological impainnent
occurring due to "a child's narcissistic needs for respect, understanding, and mirroring go
unmet" (p. 20). To measure the variables of interest, participants were asked to complete
the Bell Object Relations Inventory (BORI) (with four subscales of alienation, insecure
attachment, egocentricity, and social incompetence), the Parentification Questionnaire
(PQ), the Narcissistic Injury Scale (NIS), the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSE), and
the Ethical Judgment Scale (EJS).
Ehlert's (2003) findings indicated differences between the groups according to
gender, age, and psychological state (e.g., experience of a loss at the time of the ethical
code violation). It was found that more male therapists than female practitioners engaged
in nonsexual multiple relationships, with greater number of female than male clients. At
the time of the nonsexual multiple relationship, the average age of the practitioner was
44.2 years. A fourth of the practitioners who engaged in a nonsexual multiple relationship
experienced a loss of a significant relationship around the time that they engaged in the
relationship with their client.
There also appeared to be some important differences on the personality measures
between those in the nonsexual and sexual multiple relationship groups when compared
to the control group. The results indicated that participants in both the nonsexual and
sexual multiple relationship groups did not significantly differ from the control group on
the measure of object relations. Participants in the nonsexual multiple relationship group
differed significantly from the control group (but not fi:om the sexual multiple
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relationship group) on the level of narcissistic injury; they indicated more injury in
childhood and lower self-esteem. Prior experience of emotional and physical abuse were
the most significant predictors of involvement in nonsexual multiple relationships.
This study suggested that therapist factors such as gender, age, history of
childhood abuse (emotional and physical), narcissistic injury, and/or reduced self-esteem
may predict involvement in nonsexual multiple relationships with clients. These findings
should be interpreted with caution, however. The findings are suggestive of the role of
the identified factors but cmmot be considered conclusive because of the mixture of
boundary crossings (i.e. inclusion of nonerotic physical contact and excessive or
inappropriate self-disclosure as nonsexual multiple relationships). FurthelIDore, the
control group in this study was not assessed for lack of engaging in nonsexual (or sexual)
multiple relationships. As such, even though these therapists were not sanctioned, it
cannot be assumed that no such interactions with their clients took place. And, the
possibility that reduced self-esteem and narcissistic injury may have resulted from the
sanction cannot be discounted.

Client/actors. Ehlert's (2003) findings, in the study introduced above, also
indicated support for possible roles of the client's gender m1d the client's psychosocial
strengths (as indicated by the clinical diagnosis) in nonsexual multiple relationships
between therapists and clients. She found that more male therapists than female
practitioners engaged in nonsexual multiple relationships, with greater number of female
than male clients. All male clients involved in nonsexual multiple relationships were
involved with female therapists. These psychologists indicated that these male clients all
carried a diagnosis of a "character disorder" (p. Ill).
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Primary relationship (therapy factors). In the study by Borys and Pope (1989)
described above, therapists' beliefs regarding the ethicality of social or financial multiple
relationships with clients differed according to participants' practice setting, practice
locale and region of residence (Borys & Pope, 1989). Participants who worked in group
practices or outpatient clinics perceived social or financial involvements between
therapists and clients as more ethical than those in solo private practice. Professionals
practicing and living in the same smaII town evaluated such involvements as significantly
more ethical than those who live and work in the same suburban or urban area or lived
and worked in different communities. There was evidence of a regional effect;
participants living in the South and Midwest regions endorsed such involvement as
significantly more ethical than those from Northeast region (town size was not taken into
consideration). Gibson and Pope (1993) found that participants practicing in settings
other than private practice were more likely to view "providing counseling to one of your
employees" and "providing counseling to one of your friends" as ethical than those in
private practice (p. 333).
In the study by Borys and Pope (1989) the beliefs regarding the ethicality of
multiple professional involvements with clients differed significantly by practice locale,
and region of residency. Practitioners who lived and worked in the same smaII town rated
professional multiple relationships as more ethical than did therapists in other practice
locales combined. Residents from Midwest viewed such relationships as more ethical
than those residing in Northeast.
Practice locale played a role in the reported frequency with regard to actual financial
involvement with clients in the same study. Those participants who lived and worked in the
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same small communities indicated significantly greater fi-equencies of such interactions than
did professionals in other practice locales (Borys & Pope, 1989).
Ehlert's (2003) results contributed to the evidence that practice setting may be an
important variable. She found that three fourths of the participants in the group sanctioned
for nonsexual multiple relationships were in private practice. And, Katz' s (2005) findings
highlighted the importance of practice locale; his data indicated that participants from rural
areas indicated significantly greater incidences of nonsexual multiple relationships and
incidental involvements than those from other settings.
Figure 3 presents a proposed integrated model of ethical decision-making regarding
therapist involvement in a nonsexual mUltiple relationships based on the conceptual
frameworks and empirical findings summari zed above. The model incorporates six
deci sion-making process components and four groups of factors thought to influence one or
more of the components The model further illustrates the individual elements within each
influential factor group.
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Initial Empirical Analysis of the Proposed Integrated Model of Ethical DecisionMaking
Jochai (2008) examined a part of the proposed integrated model ofa therapist's
decision-making process when faced with the potential of a nonsexual multiple
relationship with a client. The study explored the role of several therapist factors on the
practitioners' motivation (i.e., affective response, need for cognition, need for closure,
and gender) and ability (i.e. ethical sensitivity, measured with type of ethics training,
experience as a clinician, and empathy) to expend cognitive energy at the first step ofthe
decision-making process- the recognition of the ethical dilelmna (Component I). It was
hypothesized that these therapist factors would each correlate with levels of cognitive
expenditure. Furthermore, it was hypothesized that the therapists' level of cognitive
expenditure in the ethical decision making process would positively correlate with
recognition of ethical dilemma. And, the latent constructs of motivation and ability (at the
individual level) were predicted to be good indicators of level of cognitive expenditure.
Analyses revealed that the individual motivation construct was defined by two
components: a cognitive component (need for cognition and need for closure) and an
affective (positive affect) component. One of the cognitive characteristics, the need for
cognition, and positive affect correlated significantly with cognitive expenditure.
However, multiple regression analyses revealed that positive affect was the only
significant predictor of cognitive expenditure; thus, the individual's positive emotion
appeared to have the strongest relationship to the cognitive energy expended when
engaged in decision-making process.
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Although further refinement of the measure of cognitive expenditure was
required, the results suggested that the construct could have a curvilinear relationship
with the recognition of the potential nonsexual multiple relationship, with a low level of
cognitive expenditure related to both lower and higher likelihood of recognition of an
ethical dilemma. High cognitive expenditure was associated with moderate likelihood of
recognition of ethical dilenuna. In the discussion of her findings, Jochai (2008)
suggested that this curvilinear relationship between cognitive expenditure and recognition
of the ethical dilemma could be influenced by the "moral intensity" of the dilemma - a
situational factor introduced by Street and colleagues (2001) thought to influence the
therapist's motivation in the decision-making process, as described above. In addition,
the therapist's gender and level of empathy (e.g. feeling compassion or understanding for
another person) predicted the level of recognition of the ethical dilemma in some, but not
all, scenarios used in the study. As such, it was further pointed out that "moral intensity"
of the dilemma could act as a detennining factor on whether the gender of the therapist or
his or her level of empathy served as the strongest predictor of recognition of a potential
nonsexual multiple relationship.

Present Investigation
The current study was designed to refine and elaborate the findings regarding ethical
decision-making regarding therapist involvement in nonsexual multiple relationships
reported by Jochai (2008). This new study retained four therapists factors identified as
significant correlates of cognitive expenditure in the previous study (i.e., therapist gender,
empathy, need for cognition and positive affect) (see Figure 4). The current research
investigated an additional therapist factor variable. As noted above, behavioral guidelines for
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ethical decision-making have stressed that the degree of the emotional response triggered by
the presenting dilemma is an important factor in the decision-making process (Corey, Corey,
& Callanan, 1998; Pope & Vasquez, 1998; Sonne, 2006). Ethical or moral dilemmas vary in

the degree to which they trigger emotional reactions and the quality of those reactions affect
the decision-making process. Positive affect involves only a selected aspect of emotion.
Thus, another aspect of affect was included in this study as a predictor of cognitive
expenditure - the degree of anxiety experienced by the decision-maker when deliberating
over the ethical dilemma. Founded on the Yerkes-Dodson law (1908), it was expected that
the moderate levels of anxiety (negative arousal) would predict the greatest cognitive
expenditure, with high and low levels of anxiety associated with lower levels of cognitive
expenditure.
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Figure 4. The role of therapist, client, and secondary (other) relationship factors on the
therapist's ethical decision-making process regarding nonsexual multiple relationships
with a cun'ent client.

The present study also added a client factor variable - gender of the client - as a
possible predictor of cognitive expenditure and recognition of the ethical dilemma (see
Figure 4). In the one study that has examined client factors in the decision-making
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process regarding nonsexual multiple relationships, Ehlert (2003) found that more male
therapists than female practitioners engaged in nonsexual multiple relationships; male
practitioners were also shown to such relationships with greater number of female than
male clients. As indicated above, Ehlert's finding was quite preliminary because her
sample of therapists who engaged in nonsexual multiple relationships was limited to
those who had been sanctioned (and thus, involved clients who filed a complaint which
may have accounted for greater female client representation). However, given the
complete absence of empirical studies of possible client factors involved in the decisionmaking process, the gender of the client was examined in the current study. It was
proposed here that the gender of the client would predict the level of cognitive effort
expended by the participant. It was further proposed that there would be an interaction
effect between the client gender and therapist gender as predictors of cognitive effort.
And, this study added a secondary relationship factor variable - a measure of moral
intensity - in an attempt to clarify the relationship between cognitive expenditure and
recognition of the ethical dilemma (see Figure 4).
As such, the current study empirically tested the role of three factors (therapist
factors: gender, need for cognition, empathy, anxiety, positive affect; secondary
relationship factors: moral intensity of the dilemma; and client factors: gender ofthe
client) on the level of cognitive effort expended during the decision-making process when
the therapist is faced with the potential of a nonsexual multiple relationship with a current
client. And, in tum, this study tested the relationship between the level of cognitive
expenditure and individual's recognition of an ethical dilemma (See Figures 4 and 5).
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Figure 5. The Role of Therapist, Client, and Secondary (Other) Relationship Factors on
the Therapist's Ethical Decision-Making Process Regarding Nonsexual Multiple
Relationships with a Cun'ent Client (reformatted).

Hypotheses
Based on the existing literature and previous empirical findings, the following
hypotheses were proposed:
1.

It was hypothesized that male participants (assuming the role as therapist) would

repOli lower level of cognitive expenditure regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual
multiple relationships with a current client than female therapists.
2.

It was hypothesized that participants' level of need for cognition would be

positively correlated with the level of cognitive expenditure regarding dilemmas
involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a current client.
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3.

It was hypothesized that participants' level of empathy would be positively
correlated with the level of cognitive expenditure regarding dil emmas involving
nonsexual multiple relationships with a current client.

4.

It was hypothesized that participants' positive affect would be positively correlated
with the level of cognitive expenditure regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual
multiple relationships with a current client.

5.

It was hypothesized that participants' level of anxiety would relate in a curvilinear
fashion to the level of cognitive expenditure regarding dilemmas involvi ng
nonsexual multiple relationships with a current client.

6.

It was hypothesized that gender of the client in the scenarios would relate to the
level of cognitive expenditure regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple
relationships with a current client. Furthennore, it was hypothesized that male
paliicipants would report higher level of cognitive expenditure than female
parti cipants regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a
CUlTent female client and lower level of cognitive expenditure than female
participants regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a
current male client.

7.

It was hypothesized that participants' perceived level of the moral intensity of the
dilemma would be positively correlated with the level of cognitive expenditure
regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a current
client.

8.

It was hypothesized that participant (therapist) gender, the latent components of
individual motivation and ability characteristics (need for cognition, positive affect,
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anxiety, and empathy) and the latent components of situational motivation
characteristics (moral intensity of the dilemma and client gender) would be good
predictors of the level of cognitive expenditure regarding dilemmas involving
nonsexual multiple relationships with a current client.
9.

It was hypothesized that participants' level of cognitive expenditure would relate in

a curvilinear fashion to the level of recognition of the ethical dilemma as one
involving a potential nonsexual multiple relationship.
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Method

Participants
To recruit participants, directors of clinical training of 51 AP A accredited
graduate schools in California, New York, and Illinois were contacted by email with a
request to forward an email to all of their graduate students in clinical psychology. The
email informed the students of the nature of the study, the approximate time required to
complete the survey materials, instructions for completing the survey, and a request for
their participation (see Appendix A). The email guided potential participants to an online
site designed by the investigator. The site directed participants at random to one of two
surveys created for this study. In one of the surveys, participants viewed vignettes with a
female as a client (Group A); the other survey involved vignettes with a male client
(Group B). The sample gathered in this initial recruitment consisted of 18 participants in
Group A and 21 in Group B.
To help increase the sample size, a second request for participation was emailed
to all 220 AP A accredited universities in the nation, as well as Canada. About a month
later, a reminder was emailedto all schools. This second recruitment resulted in an
adequate number of female respondents (100 in Group A and 87 in Group B); however,
the male participant sample was very small (23 in Group A and 17 in Group B). To
increase the number of male participants, the request for participation was sent out again
to all 220 universities asking only for male participants.
Overall, the directors of clinical training of 29 schools provided responses stating
the request for participation was forwarded to their students. Directors of 6 institutions
noted that the request could not be distributed; several schools noted policies prohibiting
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requests for research participation from outside institutions. One-half of those 6 schools
required their own IRE committee' s approval prior to distribution of the request. Due to
time constraints, this requirement was not fulfilled by the investigator. Although the
directors of clinical training were asked by the investigator to indicate the number of
graduate students to whom the email request for participation was forwarded, only some
did so (10%); fewer indicated the gender of those who actually received the invitation to
participate in the study (7%). Thus, there is no way to know exactly how many
individuals received the link to participate and, thus, no way to ascertain an overall return
rate. Based on the emails received by the investigator from the directors of clinical
training who did send the infonnation, 142 male and 466 female students and 109
students whose gender was not specified were forwarded the link. Of those 717 students,
253 chose to participate, resulting in a return rate of 35%. The schools for which the
directors provided information were likely to be similar in responsiveness to the
institutions for which the information was not provided, given the fact that their students
were similar (all clinical psychology graduate students) and their programs were similar
(all APA accredited).
This study was intended to investigate the components of ethical decision-making
and the factors influencing that process in a population of clinical psychology graduate
students attending an AP A accredited institution. One participant was eliminated from the
overall sample because his graduate school was not APA accredited (Group B) as were
the eight participants with doctorate degrees (three from Group A and five from Group
B). One participant from the sample (Group A) was excluded because his responses
appeared invalid (e.g., entering random numbers where written responses were required).
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Participants who failed to complete over half (50%) of the survey were excluded from
further data analysis (3 participants in the Group A, none in Group B). The final sample
consisted of 129 participants in the Group A and 111 participants in the Group B.
Demographic data for each group are presented in Table 3.

Measures
Recognition of the ethical dilemma (Recognition). Recognition of the ethical
dilemma (Recognition) was measured by reviewing the participants' responses to the
question immediately following each vignette (see Appendixes C through E) ("As you
prepare to meet with your supervisor to discuss this particular session with your client,
what issues (if any) were raised for you in your interaction with the client? Please number
each issue: # 1, #2, #3, #4, etc.''). Two judges, the investigator and one independent judge,
scored whether the participant recognized that the vignette included an ethical dilemma
involving a potential nonsexual multiple relationship. The judges were asked to identify
whether the participant recognized the potential for a multiple relationship (score of 4),
recognized a general boundary crossing in the therapeutic relationship (score of3),
recognized a general ethical dilemma in the therapeutic relationship (score of2), only
described the action by the client or therapist that appears to cross a boundary (score of
1), or failed to state that there was an issue (score of 0). All judges were provided with a
set ofmles with which to score participants' responses (see Appendix N). In cases where
the scores from the two judges differed, a third judge rated the responses. Overall,
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Table 3

Demographic data/or groups A and B
Group A
(N=J29)
Demographic Characteristic
Age (years)
Number of supervised
clinical hours completed
while in graduate school

Gender
Male
Female
Most advanced degree in
psychology
Bachelor of Science or
Arts
Masters of Science or
Arts
Does the graduate program
offer a separate course that
focuses on the ethics and
legal standards of the
professional practice of
psychology?
Yes
No
Number of courses focused
on the ethics and legal
standards of the professional
practice of psychology
completed in graduate school
0
1
2
,
~

State in which the graduate
school is located
California
Colorado

GroupB
(N=lJI)
(SD)

M

M

(SD)

27.89

5.58

28.78

7.63

590.92

664.36

682.33

757.62

N

%

N

31
98

24.0
76.0

30
81

27.0
73.0
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45.0

36

32.4

71

55.0

75

67.6

124
5

96.1
3.9

103
8

92.8
7.2

30
79
16
4

23.3
61.2
12.4
3.1

21
70
16
4

18.9
63.1
14.4
3.6

11
6

8.5
4.7

11
8

9.9
7.2
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%

Table 3. Continued.
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nevada
New Jersey
New York
NOlth Dakota
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vennont
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Canada

2
,

,)

12
1
0
14
I
6
5
0
4
0
0
3
2
8
7
8
12

7
3
I

1
2
6
0
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1.6
2.3
9.3
0.8
0.8
0

1
3
6
0
1
2

0.9
2.7
5.4
0
0.9
1.8

10.9
0.8
4.7
3.9
0
3. 1
0
0
2.3
1.6
6.2
0.8
5.4
6.2
9.3
0.8
0.8
5.4
2.3
0.8
0.8
1.6
4.7
0

12
6
5
2
2
3

10.8
5.4
4.5
1.8
1.8
2.7
0.9
0.9
1.8
0
6.3
0.9
3.6
8. 1
9.0
0.9
0
2.7
1.8
0
0
1. 8
5.4
0.9

2
0
7
I
4
9
10
1
0
3
0
0
2
6
I

6% of all ratings necessitated the rating from the third judge. Of the cases necessitating
ratings from a third judge, 8% (47 vignettes) resulted in different scores from all three
judges. In those cases, the final score for the vignette was the value given by the third
judge. The Recognition variable was calculated by adding the scores for all tlu'ee
vignettes. Possible scores ranged from 0 to 12; higher scores indicated higher recognition
of the ethical dilemma. Table 4 shows the inter-rater reliability between the two initial
judges. Table 5 indicates the overall mean Recognition scores (and standard deviations)
for Group A and Group B, as well as the mean scores (and standard deviations) for each
group for each vignette.

Table 4
Dilemma vignette inter-rater reliability between the initial two judges
Vignette
Total Sample
Vignette 1
Vignette 2
Vignette 3

% agreement, Group A

% agreement, Group B
94.0
96.5
93.0

94.7
92.5
88.6
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Table 5

Recognition scoresjiJr the overall sample by group, as well aslor each vignelle by group
Average Recognition Score
Group A

Group B

Vignette I Recognition Score
Group A

Group B

Vignette 2 Recognition Score
Group A

Group B

Vignette 3 Recognition Score
Group A

Group B

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

1.83

1.34

2.28

1.34

1.60

1.48

1.90

1.57

1.86

1.29

2.36

1.30

2.01

1.27

2.58

1.20

Table 6

Cognitive Expenditure scores/vr the overall sample by group, as well
Average Cognitive
Expenditure Score
U,

-0

Group A

Vignette I Cognitive
Expenditure Score

Grou p B

Group A

Group B

a~Ior

each vignelle by group

Vignette 2 Cognitive
Expenditure Score
Group A

Group B

Vignette 3 Cognitive
Expenditure Score
Group A

Group B

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

M

SO

2.80

2.23

3.09

2.30

2.97

2.21

3.30

2.30

2.75

2.23

3.12

2.27

2.70

2.25

2.85

2.34

Table 7

Positive Ajfect scores in group A and group B
Positive Affect Score by Group
Group A

M
27.97

SO
6.87

Group B

M
26.63

SO
6.81

Table 8

Anxiety scores in group A and group B
Anxiety Score by Group
Group A
Group B
M
SO
M
SO
9.47
4.39
8.87
3.17

Table 9
0\

o

Needfor Cognition scores in group A and
group B
Need for Cognition Score by Group
Group A
Group B
M
SO
M
SD

-5. 15

6.72

-5 .1 3

6.89

Table 10

Empathy scores in group A and gl'01lP B
Empathy Score by Group
Group B
Group A
M
SD
M
SD
26.52
6.05
26.02
5.68

Table 11

Moral Intensity scores/or the overall sample by gr01lp, as well as/or each vignelle by group
0\
~

Average Moral Intensity
Score
Group A
Group B
M
SO
M
SO
15.96 4.41 15.93 4.22

Vignette I Moral Intensity
Score
Group A
Group B
M
SO
M
SO
15.92 4.43
15.57 4.09

Vignette 2 Moral Intensity
Score
Group A
Group B
M
SO
M
SO
16.70 4.12
16.94 3.97

Vignette 3 Moral Intensity
Score
Group A
Group B
M
SO
M
SO
15.35 4.68
15.30 4.62

Cognitive Expenditure. Cognitive Expenditure was measured based on
participants' responses to question ("How hard did you have to think to be able to
articulate the issues that you li sted above (if any)?") that followed the inquiry regarding
the issue(s) that arose in the vignette (see Appendixes C through E). The response to the
question was rated on the Likert scale, ranging from 0, signifying None, to 10, signifying

Maximum. Higher scores indicated greater Cognitive Expenditure (cognitive effort) when
consideling the vignette depicting a potential nonsexual multiple relationship between a
therapist and a client. Cognitive Expenditure was calculated by adding the ratings for all
three vignettes. Possible scores ranged from
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to 30; higher scores indicated greater

cognitive effort. This measure showed good internal consistency, with Cronbach's alpha
for the measure across the three vignettes ofO.8l. Thus, it appears that the item proposed
to measure Cognitive Expenditure produced similar scores across the different vignettes.
Table 6 shows the overall mean Cognitive Expenditure scores (and standard deviations)
for Groups A and B, as well as the mean scores (and standard deviati ons) for each group
for each vignette.
Positive Affect Schedule. After the participant read the vignettes and provided
responses to the questions described above, the participant's affective response to the
ethical dilemmas was assessed using the Posi tive Affect Schedule (PAS, see Appendix
F). This measure included items from the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule
(PANAS: Watson, Clark, & Tell egan, 1988) and consisted of a IO-item scale that tapped
into the participants' positive feelings (e.g., "Indicate to what extent it is true for you just
after you read and considered the clinical vignette: Interested, etc."). Participants were
asked to respond on a 5-point Likert scale (I

= very slightly or not at all, 2 = a little, 3 =
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moderate, 4 = quite a bit, and 5 = extremely). The item ratings were combined to attain
an overall score for positive affect, with possible scores ranging from 10 to 50. The
higher scores indicated greater positive affect. In the original study, Cronbach's alpha for
the Positive Affect items was 0.89. In this study, the observed Cronbach's alpha was 0.87
for the sample. Table 7 shows the overall mean Positive Affect scores (and standard
deviations) for Group A and Group B.
Anxiety Symptoms Questionnaire. The Anxiety Symptoms Questionnaire was
created using a set of anxiety symptoms identified by Watson, Clark, Weber,
Assenheimer, Strauss, and McCormik (1995). The questionnaire consisted of 6 items
(e.g., uneasy, nervous) and was intended to measure the participants' level of anxiety at
the time of the survey completion (See Appendix G). The responses to the items were
scored on a 5-point Likeli scale (1 = velY slightly or not at all, 2 = a little, 3 = moderate,
4 = quite a bit, and 5 = extremely). Items were combined to measure total level of anxiety
of the participant. Possible scores ranged between 6 and 30; higher scores indicated
greater anxiety. The Cronbach's alpha measured in this study equaled 0.89 for the
sample. Table 8 shows the overall mean Anxiety scores (and standard deviations) for
Group A and Group B.
Need For Cognition Scale (NCS). The Need for Cognition Scale was developed
by Cacioppo and Petty (1982). This scale (see Appendix H) was developed to measure
individuals' tendency to engage in and enjoy cognitive activity. The scale consisted of 34
items (e.g. "I would prefer complex to simple problems") which were scored on a Likert
scale, ranging from - 4, signifying very strongly disagree, to + 4, signifying strongly

agree. Cacioppo, Petty, and Kao (1984) developed a short version of this measure, which
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was used in this study. The short fonn consists of 18 items. Results of Cacioppo, Petty,
and Kao (1984) investigation of this measure indicated that the scores on the original
when compared to the 18-item version of the NCS are highly correlated (r

= .95,p<.001).

The responses to each item were combined to attain a Need for Cognition score, with
possible scores ranging from -72 to +72. Higher scores indicated greater tendency to
engage and enjoy cognitive activity. The reliability of the measure was high in the initial
study, with Cronbach's alpha coefficient of .91 (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982). The reliability
of the short version was high in the original study, with a Cronbach's alpha coefficient of
.90 (Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984). In the present study, Cronbach's alpha coefficient
equaled 0.88. Table 9 shows the overall mean Need for Cognition scores (and standard
deviations) for Group A and Group B.
Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI). The Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI)
was used in this study to assess empathy. The original measure consists of four subscales
(28 items). However, in this study only two of the IRI subscales were used: Perspective
Taking and Empathic Concern (See Appendix I). The two subscales (14 items combined),
Perspective Taking and Empathic Concern, were constructed to assess the cognitive
aspects of empathy and have been found to "have characteristics appropriate for
interpersonal measure of empathy" (Gurtman, 1992, p. Ill). The Perspective Taking
sub scale was intended to examine the participants' inclination to understand the
perceptions of others (e.g., "I try to look at everybody's side of a disagreement before I
make a decision"). The Empathic Concern subscale was intended to assess the
participants' inclination to sympathize with the feelings of others (e.g., "When I see
someone being taken advantage of, I feel kind of protective towards them"; (Brems,
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1988; Evans, Stanley, & Burrows, 1993; Gurhnan, 1992). These subscales have also been
found to be the best predictors of empathic tendencies with highest correlations with
similar constructs (Davis, 1983a, 1983b; Davis, Hull, Young, & Warren, 1987;
Mehrabian & Epstein, 1972). The responses to the items on both subscales were
measured on a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 signified does not describe me well and 5
signified does describe me well. Five items of the combined measures were reversed
scored. Total scores consisted of the sum of the item Likert ratings. The possible range
for combined subscales was 4 to 40, with higher scores indicating higher levels of
empathy. The subscales were found by Davis (1980) to demonstrate good test-retest
reliability (.61-.72) and internal consistency, with Cronbach's alpha of .70-.78. The
Cronbach's alpha coefficient in this sample was 0.78. Table 10 shows the overall mean
Empathy scores (and standard deviations) for Group A and Group B.
Moral Intensity of the dilemma (Moral Intensity). Moral intensity has been
described in the literature as incorporating the following factors: (1) the degree ofharrn
(or benefit) to a client if action is taken, (2) social consensus of the action as evil, (3)
probability of effect, (4) "temporal immediacy" of the consequences, (5) "closeness of
the psychologist" to a client, and (6) the number of people affected by the intended action
(Street et aI, 2001, p.376). These aspects of moral intensity served as the foundation for a
set of 6 questions constructed by the investigator to measure the Moral Intensity of the
vignettes presented in this study (e.g. "As I think about this issue, I consider the
probability of a positive effect on my therapeutic relationship with the client depending
on how I responded to the issue"; see Appendixes J through L). The responses to the
items in the scale were measured on a 5-point Likert scale, where 0 signified Not at all
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true, 4 signified VelY true. Total scores were derived from the sum of the item Likert
ratings across three vignettes. The range of possible total Moral Intensity scores was 072 with higher scores indicating higher moral intensity of the dilemmas. In the current
study, Cronbach's alpha equaled 0.88 for Group A and 0.87 for Group B, indicating
adequate reliability of the measure within each group (given that the vignettes presented
to each group differed regarding the gender of the client depicted). Table II shows the
overall mean Moral Intensity scores (and standard deviations) for Groups A and B, as
well as the mean scores (and standard deviations) for each group for each vignette.
Demographics Questionnaire. The demographics questionnaire (see Appendix
M) included items requesting the participant's gender, age, and most advanced degree in
psychology, as well as the location of participant's university (i.e. state) and whether or
not it was AP A accredited, years of clinical training, the total number of supervised
clinical hours completed, whether their graduate program offered courses regarding
ethical and legal issues in the professional practice of psychology, and the number of
ethics courses completed by the participant (Ethics Training). As noted above,
demographic data for each group can be found in Table 1.

Procedures
As described above, participants were recruited by an email, sent to and then
distributed by the director of clinical training in their institution. The email infonned the
students ofthe nature of the study, the approximate time required to complete the survey
materials, instructions for completing the survey and a request for their participation (see
Appendix A). The email guided participants to an online site that directed participants at
random to one oftwo surveys created for this study. One of the surveys presented
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vignettes involving a female client (Group A); the other survey involved a male client
(Group B). The online surveys were posted utilizing survevrnonkey.com, and contained
the infonned consent document (see Appendix B), outlining all of the procedures and
risks associated with participation in the study, as well as the completion instructions, and
the survey materials. The email also provided an opportunity for the participant to receive
a $10 gift cel1ificate to Starbucks Coffee. Participants were instructed to email the
researcher a pasted copy of the LLU school logo page (which could be accessed only by
completing the study) in order to receive the gift certificate.
Following the infonned consent (see Appendix B), participants were asked to read
a vignette and respond to two questions (see Appendix C). The purpose of this part of the
survey was to present pm1icipants with three vignettes that incorporated a potential
ethical dilemma that mayor may not be recognized by the participant (question 1:
Recognition) and a measure of the degree of cognitive expenditure engaged in by the
participant in thinking about the vignette (question 2: Cognitive Expenditure).
Participants were then asked to complete five measures. The order of the measures in the
online survey were as follows: the Positive Affect Schedule (Watson, Clark, & Tellegan,
1988), the Anxiety Symptoms Questionnaire (Watson, Clark, Weber, Assenheimer,
Strauss, & McConnik, 1995), the Need for Cognition Scale (NCS) (Cacioppo, Petty, &
Kao, 1984), Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI) (Davis, 1983), the Moral Intensity
Measure, and the Demographic Questionnaire.

Operationalized Hypotheses and Proposed Analyses. The following are the
study's operationalezed hypotheses and proposed analyses:
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I. Female participants (assuming the role of therapist) would demonstrate higher mean
total Cognitive Expenditure scores than male participants (T-test analysis).
2. Participants' total Need for Cognition scores would be positively correlated with total
Cognitive Expenditure scores (Pearson r analysis).
3. Participant's total Empathy scores would be positively correlated with total Cognitive
Expenditure scores (Pearson r analysis).
4. Patticipant's total Positive Affect score would be positively correlated with total
Cognitive Expenditure scores (Pearson r analysis).
5. The relationship between participants' total Anxiety score and total Cognitive
Expenditure score would be curvilinear (Linear regression analyses).
a. Participants with moderate total Anxiety scores would demonstrate high total
Cognitive Expenditure scores.
b. Participants with high and low total Anxiety scores would demonstrate low total
Cognitive Expenditure scores.
6. Patiicipants assessing dilemmas with a female client would demonstrate higher mean
total cognitive expenditure scores than participant assessing dilemmas with a male
client (Two-way analysis of variance).
a. Male participants would repmi higher level of Cognitive Expenditure than female
participants assessing dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a
CUlTent female client and lower level of cognitive expenditure than female
participants regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a
current male client.
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7. Participants' total Moral Intensity (of the dilemma) scores would be positively
correlated with total Cognitive Expenditure scores (Pearson r analysis).
8. Participant (assuming the role of therapist) gender, the latent components of
individual motivation charactet1stics (operationalized by Need for Cognition,
Empathy, Positive Affect, and Anxiety scores) and the latent components of
situational motivation characteristics (operationalized by Moral Intensity and Client
Gender) would explain a significant amount of variance in total Cognitive
Expenditure scores (Multiple regression analyses).
9. The relationship between participants' total Cognitive Expendinlre scores and total
Recognition scores would be curvilinear (Linear regression analyses).
a. Participants with low total Cognitive Expenditure scores would demonstrate both
high and low total Recognition scores of an ethical dilemma as one involving a
potential nonsexual multiple relationship.
b. Participants with high total Cognitive Expenditure scores would demonstrate
moderate total Recognition scores of an ethical dilemma as one involving a
potential nonsexual multiple relationship.
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Results

Initial Analyses of Separate Participant Groups
As noted above, the total sample consisted of two groups of respondents.
Participants in the first group viewed the survey including vignettes with a female as a
client (Group A); participants in the second group responded to the survey with identical
scenarios referring to a male client (Group B). Prior to combining the data for the final
statistical analyses, the two groups were assessed for missing data and between-group
differences.

Missing data analysis. There were no missing data in either of the groups
following the removal of the individuals who failed to complete over half (50%) ofthe
survey (3 participants in total, all from the Group A). The final total sample consisted of
240 participants (129 participants in the Group A and 111 participants in the Group B).
Demographic data for the total sample is presented in Table 3.

Between-group differences. Independent t-tests were completed between the two
groups of participants to explore possible differences on continuous demographic
variables (see Tables 12 and 13). Chi square values were attained for categorical
demographic variables (see Table 12). No significant between-group differences were
observed for the listed vaJiables.
Following the assessment for the between-group differences, it was deemed
statistically appropriate for the two groups to be combined to conduct statistical analyses
of the proposed model.
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Table 12

Descriptive statisticsjiJr categorical variables (per group and combined)
Group A

M
Demog,ra[lhic Characteristic

-

'"

Gender
Male
Female
Most advanced degree in
psychology
Bachelor of Science
or Arts
Masters of Science or
Arts
Does the graduate program
offer a separate course that
focu ses on the ethics and legal
standards of the professional
practice of psycho logy?
Yes
No
State in which the graduate
school is located
Cali fornia
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida

%

M

%

N=lll

N=129

31
98

Total

Group B

24.0
76.0

30
81

N =2-10

n
27.0
73.0

61
179

%

0.20

'l

p
.65

4.75

.093

25
75

58

45.0

36

32.4

94

39

71

55.0

75

67.6

146

61
.27
1.20

124

96.1

103

92.8

227

94.6

5

3.9

8

7.2

13

5.4
21.83

11

6
2
3
12

8.5
4.7
1.6
2.3
9.3

11
8

1
3
6

9.9
7.2
0.9
2.7
5.4

22
14
3
6
18

9.2
5.8
1.3
2.5
7.5

.89

--..l
.....,

Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Mississi ppi
Missouri
Montana
Nevada
New Jersey
New York
North Dakota
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Canada

I

1
0
14
1
6
5
0
4
0
0
3
2
8
7
8
12
1
7
3
1
2
6
0

0.8
0.8
0
10.9
0.8
4.7
3.9
0
3.1
0
0
2.3
1.6
6.2
0.8
5.4
6.2
9.3
0.8
0.8
5.4
2.3
0.8
0.8
1.6
4.7
0

0
2
12
6
5
2
2
3
1
2
0
7
4
9
10
I

0
3
1
0
0
2
6

0
0.9
1.8
10.8
5.4
4.5
1.8
1.8
2.7
0.9
0.9
1.8
0
6.3
0.9
3.6
8.1
9.0
0.9
0
2.7
1.8
0
0
1.8
5.4
0.9

2
2
26
7
II

7
2
7
1
5
2
15
2
II

17
22
2
I

10
4
I

1
4
12
1

0.4
0.8
0.8
10.8
2.9
4.6
2.9
0.8
2.9
0.4
0.4
2.1
0.8
6.3
0.8
4.6
7.1
9.2
0.8
0.4
4.2
1.7

0.4
0.4
1.7
5.0
0.4

Table 13
Descriptive statistics jiJr continuous demographic variables
Group B

GrauE. A
Continuous
Variables

M
N=/29

(SD)

(range)

M
N=lll

(SD)

(range)

M
N=2-10

(SD)

(range)

27.89

5.58

(21-55)

28.78

7.63

(21-60)

28.3 I

6.61

(21 -60)

Number of
supervised
clinical
hours

590

664

(0-3400)

682

757

(0-3500)

633

7 13

(0-3500)

-1.63

.10

Ethics
Training

.95

.69

(0-3)

1.03

.69

(0-3)

.98

.68

(0-3)

-.91

.34

Age
(years)

...,...,

Total

t

-1.02

p

.3 I

Data Analyses
Statistical assumptions for combined sample. Groups A and B were combined
and the data was assessed for the statistical assumptions for parametric statistical analyses
planned to test the study hypotheses.

Sample size. Multiple regression analysis is sensitive to sample size, and it is
recommended to use about 10 cases for each independent variable as a rule of thumb. In
the present study there were eight measured variables in the model (participant (therapist)
Gender, Need for Cognition, Positive Affect, Anxiety, Empathy, Moral Intensity of the
dilemma, Cognitive Expenditure, and Recognition) and four groups of comparison (male
participants responding to the vignettes with a male client, male participants responding
(0

the vignettes with a female client, female participants responding to the vignettes with

a male client, and female participants responding to the vignettes with a female client).
Thus, the number of participants should have been 320 with 80 individuals in each group
of comparison. Because there were only 30 male participants in the sample responding to
the vignettes with a male client and 31 male participants in the group reviewing the
vignettes with a female client, this assumption has not been met. As such, the results were
interpreted with caution.

Univariate and multivariate outliers. The data for the combined sample was
screened for possible univariate outliers (±3.5 SD). Box plots and histograms were
created for each variable. Five outliers (two outliers in Group A and three in Group B)
were identified who exceeded the age of3.5 standard deviations above the mean; these
participants were over the age of 51 ranging from 52 to 60 years old. Additionally, there
were four outliers (one in Group A and three in Group B) with supervised clinical hours
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exceeding 3,300 hours (the 3.5 standard deviation mark above the mean). Because these
outliers were believed to be representative of the general clinical psychology graduate
student population in terms of demographic attributes they were not removed from the
sample. One univariate outlier was found in the study variable measuring anxiety (in
Group A) and was excluded from the sample. The sample was also assessed for
multivariate outliers by using Mahalanobis distance with p<.OO I, derived from leverage
scores. No multivariate outliers were identified. The final sample then consisted of239
participants (128 in the Group A and III in the Group B). Table 14 shows the means,
standard deviations, and ranges of the variables included in the model.

Table 14

Descriptive statistics for variables in total sample.
Total (N=239)
(SD)
(range)

Continuous Variables

M

Need for Cognition

-5.06

6.79

(-24-15)

Empathy

26.23

5.91

(5-39)

Positive Affect

27.32

6.77

(12-45)

9.14

3.69

(6-23)

47.98

12.02

(15-72)

6.21

3.11

(0-12)

8.80
28.28

5.80
6.61

(0-24)
(21-60)

Anxiety
Moral Intensity
Recognition of ethical dilemma
Cognitive Expenditure
Age (years)

Normality. Because univariate nonnality is a necessary condition for multivariate
nonnality, the continuous variables (therapist factors: Need for Cognition, Empathy,
Anxiety, Positive Affect; secondary relationship factors: Moral Intensity of the dilemma)
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were assessed for univariate nonnality within each variable. The histograms and box
plots were reviewed for nonnal distribution among responses in the combined sample.
Most of the variables showed nonnal distribution. One of the variables included in the
model required attention. The total Anxiety scores showed significant positive skew
(1.57). To produce nonnality, a new variable (Anxiety[logJ) was created using a
logarithmic transfonnation of the anxiety variable scores. In addition, a demographic
variable, age, also showed a positive skew (2.66). To meet nonnality, Age was
transfonned using an inverse equation (Age[inv J) to correct for positive skewness. This
variable was found to be significantly correlated with the outcome variables in the model
(Cognitive Expenditure and Recognition of an ethical dilemma) and thus was to be
included in the analyses as a covariate (see Table 15). Following the transfonnation, no
variables remained that failed to meet the assumption ofnonnality.
Multicollillearity. Correlations were perfonned among all dependent variables in

the model to assess for multicollinearity, including Age (see Table 15). None ofthe
correlation values were found to be greater than .9. Multicollinearity was ruled out,
according to the guidelines offered by Tabachnick and Fidell (2001).
Intercorrelational analyses among the dependent variables shown in Table 15
revealed several significant relationships. Moral Intensity ratings differed by Therapist
Gender, with male participants indicating lower Moral Intensity of the vignettes than
female participants. Male participants also expressed lower level of Anxiety than female
paliicipants. Anxiety, in tum, was positively correlated with Need for Cognition.
Client's Gender was associated with Positive Affect; participants rating the
vignettes with male clients indicated lower Positive Affect than participants reading
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vignettes with female clients. Empathy scores were significantly positively related with
both Positive Affect and Moral Intensity scores. On the other hand, Empathy had an
inverse relationship with Age, with older participants indicating lower level of Empathy
than younger participants.
Additionally, older participants reported lower levels of Cognitive Expenditure
and were more likely to recognize an ethical dilemma. Participants with greater number
of completed courses in ethics expended greater Cognitive Expenditure; these
participants were also more likely to recognize an ethical dilemma.
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Table 15

Intercorrelalions between dependent variables

-J
00

Subscale
l. Therapist Gender
2. Need for Cognition
3. Empathy
4. Positive Affect
5. Anxiety (log)
6. Moral Intensity
7. Client Gender
8. Cognitive Expenditure
9. Recognition
10. Age (inv)
11. Ethics Training
Note: p=.054, 'p<.05 , *'p <.OOI

-.035
.096
.1 I
.15*
.21 **
.041
-.049
.009
.087
.00

2

3

4

5

6

7

.096
.11
.14*
-.021
.001
.024
.009
.047
-. 13

.18 **
.050
.22*'
.031
-.16*
.038
-.14'
.0 13

.II
.27**
. 13*
-.19* *
.IT
-.05 1
.067

.090
.028
.16*
-.085
.065
-.085

.0 15
-.022
.14*
.023
.10

-.07 5
-.2 1*'
-.049
-.059

8

-. 16'
.23*'
-. 17'

9

-. 16'
.22**

10

-. 30"

Testing of the Model
The hypothesized model in Figure 5 showed the relationships among a set of
therapist factors(Gender, Need for Cognition, Empathy, Anxiety, Positive Affect), client
factor (Client Gender), and secondary relationship factors (Moral Intensity of the
dilemma) and Cognitive Expenditure in the process of ethical decision-making regarding
therapist involvement in a potential nonsexual multiple relationship. Also included in the
hypotheses was the prediction of a relationship between Cognitive Expenditure and
Recognition of an ethical dilemma in the presented vignette.
Statistical analyses assessed the proposed relationships in the model (see Figure
5), which were tested in the following sequence:
Hypothesis 1. It was hypothesi zed that Gender of the participant (assuming the
role as therapist) would relate to the level of Cognitive Expenditure regarding dilemmas
involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a current client. Group comparison
analysis showed no significant difference between the female and male participants'
reported level of Cognitive Expenditure (t = -.75,p = .45).
Hypothesis 2. It was hypothesized that participants' level of Need for Cognition
would be positively correlated with the level of Cognitive Expenditure regarding
dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a current client. The results of
the analyses indicated that there was no statistically significant relationship between the
Need for Cognition and the level of Cognitive Expenditure (Pearson r

= -0.024, p = .7 1).

Hypothesis 3. It was hypothesized that participants' level of Empathy would be
positively correlated with the level of Cognitive Expenditure regarding dilemmas
involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a current client. The results of the
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analyses indicated that there was a stati stically significant negative relationship between
Empathy and Cognitive Expenditure (Pearson r

=

-0.16, p <.05), with higher Empathy

associated with lower levels of repolted Cognitive Expenditure.
Hypothesis 4. It was hypothesized that participants' Positive Affect would be
positively correlated with the level of Cognitive Expenditure regarding dilenunas
involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a current client. The results of the
analyses indicated that there was a statistically significant negative relationship between
Positive Affect and Cognitive Expenditure (Pearson r

= -. I 9,p<.O J), with higher positive

affective response associated with lower cognitive effort, or conversely, lower positive
affect associated with higher cognitive effort.
Hypothesis 5. It was hypothesized that participants' level of Anxiety would relate
in a curvilinear fashion to the level of Cognitive Expenditure regarding dilemmas
involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a current client. The results of the
analyses indicated that there was a statistically significant positive linear relationship
between Anxiety and Cognitive Expenditure (Pearson r = O. I 5, p <.05), with higher
anxiety responses associated with higher cognitive effort. There was no significant
curvilinear relationship between these variables.
Hypothesis 6. It was hypothesized that participants assessing dilemmas with a
female client would demonstrate higher mean total cognitive expenditure scores than
participant assessing dilemmas with a male client. It was further hypothesized that there
would be a significant interaction effect between Client Gender and Therapist
(participant) Gender as predictors of Cognitive Expenditure. Male participants were
predicted to report higher level of cogniti ve expenditure than female participants
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regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a current female
client and lower level of cognitive expenditure than female participants regarding
dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a current male client. A twoway analysis of variance that there was also no statistically significant interaction of
Client Gender and the Gender of the participant (acting as therapist) [F(I,238)

=

.70, p =

.41, li = .003]. Male participants were not found to differ in the level of Cognitive
Expenditure from female participants regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple
relationships with a current female client as compared to those with a current male client
(see Table 16).

Table 16

Mean level of participants' (therapists,) Cognitive
Expenditure by Gender of the Client
Participant gender
Female
Male

Client gender
Female
Male
M
SD
M
SD
8.43 5.53
8.88 6.27
8.27 5.55 10.30 5.59

Hypothesis 7. It was hypothesized that participants' perceived level of Moral
Intensity of the dilemma would be positively correlated with the level of Cognitive
Expenditure regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a
current client. The results of the analyses indicated that there was no statistically
significant relationship between the reported level of Moral Intensity and the level of
Cognitive Expenditure (Pearson r = -0.022,p = .73).
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Hypothesis 8. It was hypothesized that the therapist factors (Gender, Need for
Cognition, Empathy, Anxiety, Positive Affect), client factor (Client Gender), and
secondary relationship factor (Moral Intensity of the dilemma) would be good predictors
of the level of Cognitive Expenditure regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple
relationships with a current client. Many of the variables in each of the factors [therapist
factors (Gender, Need for Cognition, Empathy), client factor (Client Gender), and
secondary relationship factor (Moral Intensity of the dilemma)] were shown in the initial
correlational analyses to have no statistically significant relationship with Cognitive
Expenditure. Thus, they were excluded from this analysis .
The data was anal yzed utilizing a linear regression rather than the structural
equation model due to the small sample size of the male participants in this study. This
regression included the following two steps.
The first step involved inclusion of the demographic variables that were found to
correlate highly with the outcome variables (age of participant and ethics training). Table
17 displays the unstandardized regression coefficients, the standard regression
coefficients, R2, adjusted R2, and R2 change. As would be expected, the model was
statistically significant for this step, F(2,236) = 8.19, p <.OO I. These factors accounted for
6.5% of the variance.
Second step involved inclusion of therapist factors (Positive Affect, Anxiety).
Table 17 displays the unstandardized regression coefficients, the standard regression
coefficients, R2, adjusted R2, and R2 change. The model was significant for this step,
F(4,234)

=

7.86, p <.OOI; in step 2 the two variables accounted for 5.3% of the variance,
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with both Positive Affect and Anxiety contributing statistically significant amounts of
valiance above and beyond that explained by Age (see Table 17).

Table 17

The roles ofPositive Affect and Anxiety in Cognitive Expenditure
Block and
Variable

Unstandardized

Standardized

B

Block 1
Age (inv)
Ethics Training
Block 2
Positive Affect
Anxiet~ (log)

B

198.77*
-.878

R2

Adjusted
R2

Change in
R2

.06S

.OS7

.06S**

.12

.10

.OS3*

.203*
-. IOS

-.163 *
6.019*

-.191*
.IS7*

b1ote:'p<.OS, **p<.OOI

Hypothesis 9. It was hypothesized that participants' level of Cognitive
Expenditure would relate in a curvilinear fashion to the level of Recognition of the ethical
dilemma as one involving a potential nonsexual multiple relationship. The results of the
analyses indicated that there was a statistically significant negative linear relationship
between Recognition and Cognitive Expenditure (Pearson r = -0.16, p<.OS); high
Cognitive Expenditure was associated with lower levels of Recognition of the ethical
dilemma. There was no significant clU'vilinear relationship between these variables.

Exploratory Analyses
Predictors of recognition of the ethical dilemma. Given that the variable
COh'l1itive Expenditure, as operationalized in this study, did not contribute as expected to
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the model , further analyses were conducted to examine the relationships of the therapist,
client, and secondary relationship factors of interest with the participants' Recognition (of
the ethical dilemma) scores. As reported above, initial linear analyses revealed a
significant positive relationship between Moral Intensity and Recognition (see Table IS).
Higher levels of Moral Intensity (of the ethical dilemma) perceived by the participant
predicted higher level of Recognition of the dilemma as one involving a potential
nonsexual multiple relationship. Additional analyses revealed that participants' Positive
Affect related in a curvilinear fashion to the level of Recognition of the ethical dilemma
(see Table 18). The curvilinear relationship explained a signifi cant amount of variance in
the level of Recognition [F(2,236) = 3.97,p < .05] above and beyond the linear
relationship [F(l,237) = 3.74,p = .054). Low and high levels of Positive Affect was
associated with low level of Recognition; moderate levels of Positive Affect related to
higher levels of Recognition of the ethical dilemma.

Table 18
Regression analysis of the curvilinear relationship betvoleen Positive Aflect and
Recognition of all ethical dilemma
Block and Variable

Unstandardized

Standardized

B

Block I
Positive Affect
Block 2
Positive Affect
(squared)

R2

B

.057

Adjusted
R2

Change in
R2

.016

.0 I I

.016

.033

.024

.0 17*

.125

-.821

-.007

Note: *p<.05
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Further analysis was performed to understand the relationship between Client
Gender and the Recognition of the ethical dilemma and whether that relationship differed
by participant Gender. A two-way analysis of variance found that the Client Gender did
have a significant effect [F(1 ,238) = 15.38, p < .001,

I)' =

.062]; participants reading

scenarios with male clients were overall more likely to recognize an ethical dilemma (see
Table 19). The Gender of the participant (assuming the role as therapist) was not
significant in affecting Recognition of the ethical dilemma [F(I,238) = 0.20,p = .66, I)' =
.00 I]. The interaction of Client Gender and the Gender of the participant was significant
[F(1 ,238) = 4.70, P <. 031,

1)2

= .020] (see Figure 6). Male participants reading scenarios

with male clients were the most likely to recognize an ethical dilemma, while male
participants rating the female vignettes were the least likely to Recognize an ethical
dilemma (see Table 19).

Table 19

Mean level of participants' (therapists,) Recognition
of the ethical dilemma by Gender of the Client
Participant gender
Female
Male

Client gender
Female
Male
M
SD
M
SD
5.85
2.92 6.69
2.98
4.80 3.04 7.53
3.50
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Estimated Marginal Means of Recognition

Gender
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Figure 6, Interaction of Client Gender of the participant for Recognition score

A linear multiple regression analysis was conducted including the therapi st factors
(Positive Affect and Therapist Gender), client factor (Client Gender), and secondary
relationship factors (Moral Intensity of the dilemma) as well as the Positive Affect
squared variable (reflecting the curvilinear relationship) and Client Gender x Therapist
Gender interaction variable as possible predictors of the Recognition of the potential of a
nonsexual multiple relationship with a cunent client. This regression included the
following four steps.
The first step involved inclusion of the demographic variables that were found to
conelate highly with the outcome variables (Age of participant and Ethics Training).
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Table 20 displays the unstandardized regression coefficients, the standard regression
coefficients, R2, adjusted R2, and R2 change. As was expected, the model was stati stically
significant for this step, F(2, 236) = 7.51, p < .05. These factors accounted for 6.0% of the
variance.
The second step involved inclusion of client factor (Client Gender and Client
Gender x Therapist Gender interaction) as well as therapist factor (participants' Gender)
included in the interaction. Table 20 di splays the unstandardized regression coefficients,
the standard regression coefficients, R2, adjusted R2, and R2 change. The model was
significant for this step, F(5 ,233) = 6.21,p < .001; in step 2 the variables accounted for
5.8% of the variance, with the Client Gender x Therapist Gender interaction variable and
participants' (Therapist) Gender contributing significant amount of variance (see Table
20).
The third step involved inclusion of therapist factors [Positive Affect and Positive
Affect (squared)]. Table 20 displays the unstandardized regression coefficients, the
standard regression coefficients, R2, adjusted R2, and R2 change. The model was
significant for this step, F(7,23 1) = 5.50, p < .OOI; in step 3 the two variables accounted
for 2.5% of the variance, with Positive Affect contributing statistically significant
amounts of variance (see Table 20).
The fOUlih step involved inclusion of secondary relationship factor (Moral
Intensity of the dilemma). Table 20 displays the unstandardized regression coefficients,
the standard regression coefficients, R2, adjusted R2, and R2 change. The model was
significant for this step, F(8,230)

= 5.23, p < .001; in step 4 the one variable accounted

for 1.1% of the variance that approached significance (see Table 20).
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The results of this multiple regression point out that the participants' (Therapist)
Gender and Client Gender, together with Positive Affect were the three characteri stics
explaining significant amount of variance, with Moral Intensity approaching statistical
significance, in the Recognition of ethical dilemma, above and beyond the variance
explained by Age and Ethics Training.

Table 20

The roles of the Positive Affect, Client Gender, and Moral Intensity in Recognition of
ethical dilemma
Block and Variable

Unstandardized

Standardized

B

B

Block 1
Age (inv)
Ethics Training
Block 2
Therapist Gender
Cli ent Gender
Cli ent Gender x
Therapist Gender
Interaction
Block 3
Positive Affect
Positive Affect
(squared)
Block 4
Moral Intensity
Note~

-5 6.286
.856'

Adj usted
R2

R2

Change in
R2

.060

.052

.060*

.12

.099

.058*

.14

.12

.025*

-. 107
-.106*

3.128
1.25 1

.437*
.201

1.977

.599*

.359

.782*

-.006

-.669
.15

.029

.1 3

.0 11

.112

*p<.05, **p<.OOI

Relationship of Ethics Training with the dependent variables. The sample
included 51 participants who had not completed a graduate course in ethics. To explore
the possible differences between this group of participants and the rest of the sample,
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additional analyses was perfonned. The participants who indicated no ethics course were
compared statisticall y to the sample of participants including clinical psychology
graduate students with at least one completed course in ethics. The two groups were
assessed for between group differences on the study variables (i.e. Cognitive
Expenditure, Recognition of an ethical dilemma, Need for Cognition, Positive Affect,
Anxiety, Empathy, and Moral Intensity of the dilemma). The results of the analyses
showed that these groups did not significantly differ on Positive Affect, Empathy, Need
for Cognition, or Moral Intensity. However, the participants who had finished at least one
ethics course were found on average to report greater Cognitive Expenditure when rating
the vignettes (t = 2.63, p < .05). On average they also reported greater recognition of the
ethical dilemmas as potentially involving a nonsexual multiple relationship (t = 2.30,p <
.05). And, the participants who had completed at least one ethics course on average were
less Anxious (t = 1.97, p < .05).
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Discussion

The overall goal of this study was to examine a portion of a new conceptual
model of the decision-making process regarding a therapist's potential involvement in a
nonsexual multiple relationship with a client. This new model is based on the
components of the decision-making process and the factors affecting those components
identified in existing general conceptual models, specific behavioral guidelines, and
limited empirical studies. The study was intended to explore the role of therapist factors,
client factors, and secondary relationship factors in participants' (acting as therapists)
willingness to expend cognitive energy and subsequent recognition of a potential
nonsexual multiple relationship.
The findings of this study did not provide overall suppori for the proposed model.
First, it was hypothesized that the therapi st factors (participant/therapist gender, need for
cognition, empathy, anxiety, positive affect), client factor (client gender), and secondary
relationship factor (moral intensity of the dilemma) all would be good predictors of the
level of cognitive expenditure regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple
relationships with a current client. In fact, the findings indicated that many of the
variables in each of the factors were not significantly related to cognitive expenditure.
And, some variables were significantly related to the level of cognitive expenditure but in
ways different from those hypothesized. Second, the results of this study did not support
the proposed a linear relationship between the participants' level of cognitive expenditure
and their level of recognition that a vignette depicted a potential nonsexual multiple
relationship between the therapist and client. What follows is a discussion and
exploration of the specific results of this investigation.
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Therapist Factors
It was hypothesized that gender of the participant (assuming the role as therapist)
would relate to the level of cognitive expenditure regarding dilemmas involving potential
nonsexual multiple relationships with a current client. No significant difference was
observed between the female and male participants' reported level of cognitive
expenditure. It was also hypothesized that participants' level of need for cognition (the
degree to which an indivi dual characteristically chooses to engage in the cognitive
processing) would be positively correlated with the level of cognitive expenditure (" the
extent to which the decision-maker is willing and able to purposely expend cognitive
effort in resolving an ethical issue") regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple
relationships with a current client (Street et aI, 2001, p. 258). The results of the analyses
indi cated that there was no stati stically significant relationship between the need for
cognition and the level of cognitive expenditure.
Additionall y, it was hypothesized that participants' level of empathy would be
positively correlated with the level of cognitive expenditure regarding dilemmas
involving nonsexual mUltiple relationships with a current client. Instead, the results of the
analyses indicated that there was a statistically significant negative relationship between
empathy and cognitive expenditure, with higher empathy associated with lower levels of
reported cognitive expenditure
Fm1herrnore, it was hypothesized that participants' positive affect woul d be
positively con'e1ated with the level of cognitive expenditure regarding dilemmas
involving nonsexual multiple relationships with a current client. The results of the
analyses showed a statistically significant negative relationship between positive affect
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and cognitive expenditure, with higher positive affective response associated with lower
cognitive effort. Anxiety was an additional emotion-related factor evaluated. It was
hypothesized that participants' level of anxiety would relate in a curvilinear fashion to the
level of cognitive expenditure regarding dilemmas involving nonsexual multiple
relationships with a current client. The results of the analyses indicated that there was a
statistically significant positive linear relationship between anxiety and cognitive
expenditure, with higher anxiety responses associated with higher cognitive effort.
These findings pointed out that the participants' empathic capacity and affective
responses to the ethical dilemmas appeared to act as stronger predictors of participants'
willingness to expend cognitive effort than their characteristic tendency to engage in
cognitive tasks. This was supported by the results of the regression analyses that showed
th at the two affective response elements (positive affect and anxiety) explained a
significant amount of variance above and beyond that explained by covariates (age and
ethi cs training) included in the analyses.
These findings supported in part Damasio's (1994) suggestion that the
individual's emotion has the potential to enhance or impinge upon the cognitive decisionmaking process. In this study, high positive affect and low anxiety appeared to diminish
the participants' cognitive efforts. It may be that decision-makers are not highly
motivated to expend cognitive energy when they experience relatively benign affective
states.
Earl y analyses revealed that two demographic variables (age of the participant
and ethics training measured by the number of ethical courses completed while in
graduate school) were both significantl y positively correlated with cognitive expenditure,
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and thus included as covariates in the regression analyses. These variables are both
attributes of the therapist and yield some possible elaboration of the therapist factors in
the proposed model. The first covariate was age of the participant. The findings showed
that younger participants reported higher level of cognitive expenditure than older
participants. This observation was consistent with Borys and Pope (J 989) findings if one
assumes that practitioners' age reflects number of years in practice. They found that
therapists with 30 or more years of experience rated dual relation ships as significantly
more ethical than psychologists with less than 10 years of experience. Ehlert' s (2003)
findings indicated that parishioners average age at the time ofthe nonsexual multiple
relationship was 44.2 years.
Participants in this study who had completed greater numbers of ethics courses
reported lower levels of cognitive expenditure. This finding is consistent with SorUle
(2006) and Street et al.'s (2001) proposition that that "relevant knowledge" (defined by
professional's knowledge of ethical codes, legal standards, and social mores, and the
professional ' s experience with similar ethical dilemmas) likely affects the ethical
decision-making process by impacting the level of cognitive expenditure. However,
when considered together in the rel,>ression analyses, ethics training does not explain
significantly more variance above and beyond that explained by age in the level of
cognitive expenditure.

Client Factor
It was hypothesized that the gender of the client depicted in the vignette would

relate to the level of cognitive expenditure reported by the participant. FurthenTIore, it
was hypothesized that there would be a significant interaction effect between client
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gender and participant (acting in the role of therapist) gender as predictors of cognitive
expenditure. A two-way analysis of variance showed no relationship between the client's
gender and cognitive expenditure either as a main effect for client gender or as an
interaction effect with participant (therapist) gender. This finding may be the result of
some measurement issues with the assessment of cognitive expenditure or may indicate
that the gender of the therapist and/or client impacts the recognition of a potential
nonsexual multiple relationship directly rather than indirectly through the deci sionmaker's cognitive process. This was in fact the finding in this study as discussed in the
section on additional analyses that follows.

Secondary Relationship Factors
It was hypothesized that participants' perceived level of moral intensity of the

dilemma would be positively correlated with the level of cognitive expenditure regarding
dilemmas involving nonsexual multipl e relationships with a current client. The results of
the analyses indicated that there was no statisticall y significant relationship between the
reported level of moral intensity and the level of cognitive expenditure. This fmding may
again reflect measurement issues with the cognitive expenditure variable; but, again, it
may be that the moral intensity of the dilemma may be associated directly with the
recognition of the dilemma. This was in fact the finding in this study as di scussed in the
section on additional analyses that follows.

The Role of Cognitive Expenditure in Recognition of Ethical Dilemma
It was hypothesized that participants' level of cognitive expenditure would relate

in a curvilinear fashion to the level of recognition of the ethical dilemma as one involving
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a potential nonsexual multiple relationship. Instead, the data anal yses revealed a
statistically significant negative linear relationship between cognitive expenditure and
recognition. The results indicated that higher cognitive expenditure predicted lower
recognition of the ethical dilemma. Again, this finding may result from limitations of the
cognitive expenditure measure. It is also possible that some vignettes were complex,
involving several potential clinical and ethical issues, necessitating a high degree of
cognitive expenditure but obscuring the issue of focus in the study-the potential for a
nonsexual multiple relationship.

Additional Analyses

Despite finding limited suppOli for the proposed relationships, there were some
interesting trends identified in the data. Given that the variable cognitive expenditure, as
operationalized in this study, did not contribute as expected to the model, further analyses
were conducted to examine the relationships of the therapist, client, and secondary
relationship factors of interest with the participants' recognition (of the ethical dilemma)
scores. Additional analyses revealed that participants' positive affect related in a
curvilinear fashion to the level of recognition of the ethical dilemma. Low and high levels
of positive affective response was associated with low level of recognition; mod erate
levels of positive affect related to higher level s ofrecognition of the ethical dil emma.
Further analysis utili zing a two-way analysis of variance showed that participants
reading scenarios with male clients were overall more likely to recognize an ethical
dilemma, indicating the role of cl ient's gender as a significant factor in the recognition.
The gender of the participant (assuming the role as therapist) was not significant in
affecting recognition of the ethical dilemma. However, there was as significant
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interaction effect between client gender and the gender of the participant (see Figure 6).
Male participants reading scenarios with male clients were the most likely to recognize
an ethical dilemma, while male paliicipants rating the female vignettes were the least
likely to recognize an ethical dilemma (see Table 19). This result supports Ehlert's
(2003) observation that more male practitioners engaged in multiple relationships than
female therapists, more often with female clients than male clients. The findings of this
study suggest that greater involvement by male therapists in cross-gender nonsexual
multiple relationships may result fr0111 the practitioners' failure to recognize the potential
ethical dilemma initially. Their failure to recognize risk may contribute to the
understanding of findings by other researchers that men tend to take more risks in the
decision-making process than women, who tend to be more conservative (Kimmel,
1991 ).
Interestingly, a linear multiple regression analysis highlighted the role of the
therapists' gender, and not the gender of the client, together with the interaction variable
as statistically significant in explaining variance in recognition of the ethical dilemma
when considered together with several other factors. The results of the linear multiple
regression analysis point out that positive affect (therapist factor), participants' gender
(therapist factor) and the interaction between participants 'gender and client's gender to
explained significant amounts of variance in recognition of the ethical dilemma, with
moral intensity (secondary relationship factor) approaching statistical significance, in
recognition of ethical dilemma, above and beyond the vmiance explained by age and
ethics training. Consistent with previous exploratory findings by 10chai (2008) female
participants when compared with male participants were more likely to recognize an
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ethical dilemma. In this study, however, this observation was true when variance
explained by age, ethics training, client's gender and the interaction variable between
therapists' gender and client's gender were accounted for.
In regard to recognition of ethical dilemma, age (therapist factor) did not explain
significant amount of variance above that explained by ethics training (therapist factor).
As such, and not surprisingly, the training appeared to be more significant in the
recognition of the ethical dilemma with age playing a stronger role as a predictor of
cognitive expenditure. Therapists with didactic training and experience with ethical
dilemmas no doubt are better equipped to recognize them in other contexts. The effect of
prior ethics education is likely to be enhanced the more the course(s) include event
occurrence conceptualization, facilitating the individual's ability to consider the possible
consequences to the event that have not taken place) (Street et ai, 2001).
Further exploration of the ethics training variable revealed a few interesting
trends. The sample included 51 pa11icipants who had not completed a graduate course in
ethics. To explore the possible differences between these groups of participants (with no
ethics course) and the rest of the sample (with at least one ethics course completed),
additional analyses was performed. The results ofthe analyses showed that these groups
did not significantly differ on positive affect, empathy, need for cognition, or moral
intensity ratings ofthe vignettes. The pa11icipants who had completed at least one ethics
course on average were less anxious. The participants who had fini shed at least one ethics
course were found on average to report greater cognitive expenditure when rating the
vignettes. On average they also repo11ed greater recognition of the ethical dilemmas as
potentially involving a nonsexual multiple relationship.
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Implications for Clinical Training
This study highlights the importance of ethics training (individual ability therapist
factor) in the therapist's recognition of a potential nonsexual multiple relationship. The
findings indicated that participants with at least one ethics course when compared to
those without any completed coursework on ethics experienced lower anxiety, higher
willingness to expend cognitive effort and higher likelihood of recognition of the ethical
dilemma. Furthermore, ethics training may lower the level of anxiety experienced by the
practitioner in training by improving the nature of the cognitive processing resulting in
greater likelihood in recognition of the ethical dilemma. As suggested by Street and
colleagues (2001), it may be that such education is a particularly powerful type of ethics
training for new clinicians, certainly worthy of further empirical testing.
The findings in this study indicated that there may be a complex relationship
among determining factors and recognition of an ethical dilemma. Overall, the best
predictors of recognition ofa potential nonsexual multiple relationship was the
interaction of client gender with participant (therapist) gender, positive affect, and ethics
training,. An additional element shown to be of importance was the moral intensity of
ethical dilemma.
As such, the findings of this study suggested that it may be imperative that
therapists during their training learn to consider the role of the therapist factors
(particularly their affective response to a potential ethical dilemma), client factors
(particularly the interaction of their gender with client gender), primary (therapy)
relationship and secondary (other) relationship factors (particularly the perceived moral
intensity of the dilemma) in their decision-making process when facing ethical dilemmas.
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For example, supervisors and/or instructors could incorporate these concepts into their
curricula to help facilitate recognition of the potential for a nonsexual multipl e
relationship. The training could include raising the awareness of the moral intensity as a
factor when evaluating a dilemma, emphasizing gender differences (both client and
therapist in training), and awareness of affective response and how it can impact
cognitive processing. This could be accompli shed with the use of exposure to different
real life scenarios of various levels of moral intensity.

Limitations of the Study
An apparent limitation in this study was the small sample size of the male
participants. There were significantl y more female participants than male participants
(179 vs. 60). One likely reason for the overall low response rate by male participants may
be related to the fact that there are significantly fewer male graduate students when
compared to the number of female students attending professional graduate psychology
schools (as was indicated by the responses on gender from the directors of training).
Another limitation involved the validity of the measure used to assess cognitive
expenditure. The operationalization of this variable was new in this study and it is
possible that the question developed did not fully assess the concept of cognitive
expenditure. While the measure of cognitive expenditure, as assessed in this study, was
deemed adequate for analyses and interpretation, further research is needed to help better
define thi s element.
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Implications for Future Research
Although no conclusions can be made regarding the causal relationships among
these variables based on the results, these findings do suggest some interesting
hypotheses for further examination. Perhaps the most important observation from the
results of this study is that the relationships among the factors thought to influence the
process of ethical decision-making regarding nonsexual multiple relationships is not
likely to be best represented by a model of direct, linear relationships. Instead, it is
probable that some variables may serve as moderators on the effects of other variables
within each factor. For example, as indicated above, the client's gender (or the
interaction of therapist gender with client gender) may moderate the effects of therapists'
emotional response to the vignette, which, in tum may then predict the cognitive effort
they expend and the level of recognition of ethical risk. Future research may focus
exclusively on a few variables within one factor (e.g., the therapist factor) and attempt to
clarify such potential complex relationships.
Further implications for future research specifically concern the measurement of a
few of the variables and the study procedures. For example, as indicated above, the
measure of cognitive expenditure used in this study should be carefully evaluated; future
study is required to isolate a more valid measure of the construct. In addition, the
participants were asked to rate their emotional responses to all three vignettes after
completing the ratings of all three for cognitive expenditure and recognition. As such,
some of the affective assessments may have been confused or distorted. Future research
may assess positive affect and anxiety immediately after each vignette, if multiple
vignettes are used. Additionally, moral intensity was measured here utilizing a new set of
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questions that were found to be of sufficient reliability. However, further research would
be required to fUither assess the validity of this tool. And, it may also be of value to
utilize actual visual interactions instead of written vignettes when assessing the likelihood
of recognition of the ethical dilemma. This would allow for analyses of the ethical
decision making process that is more representative of the real life psychotherapy
treatment experiences and thus potentially leading to more accurate understanding of the
roles of the different factors involve.
Additionally, future research should involve use of other fom1s of statistical
analyses when assessing data to allow for further data reduction. Such statistical tools
include structural equation model, path analysis, and factor analysis. These methods of
analyses may help highlight the nature of the identified relationships between individual
elements as well as their relationships to the dependent variables.
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Lettel' to Participan ts

Dear Clinical Psychology Student:
You are invited to participate in an important study on decision-making in clinical
practice and receive a $10 gift card. The study is my Dissel1ation research project.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE STUDY:
This study will examine how therapists make decisions in their clinical practice.
The intent is to examine the impact of certain demographic attributes as well as the
therapists' thoughts and feelings when engaged in the decision-making process. You
were selected to participate due to your current graduate status in a clinical psychology
program.
HOW TO GET INVOLVED:
Please go to the following website http://psychologv.cancri.net/cgi-binljochai .pl
to access the survey. It will take approximately 15-20 minutes of your time. You will be
asked to ft'ad three short clinical vignettes and then answer some questions. You will
then be asked to complete some demographic information and some questionnaires
regarding your thoughts and feelings when in clinical practice as well as when facing
general experiences in your life. If you would like to receive $10 gift card, please e-mail
a pasted copy of the LLU school logo (which can20be accessed on the last page of the
survey) to djochai@aol.com and the address you would like the gift certificate mailed to.
The gift certificates will be sent to you soon after your e-mail has been=2 Oreceived.
Please take a few minutes now to visit the website and complete my survey.
THANK YOU IN ADVANCE FOR VISITING THE STUDY WEBSITE!
Sincerely,

David Venneersch, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Dept. of Psychology
Loma Linda University

Diana Jochai
Graduate Psychology Student
Dept. of Psychology
Loma Linda University
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Informed Consent
Dear clinician in training:
My name is Diana Jochai and I am currently enrolled in the Clinical Psychology Ph.D.
program at Loma Linda University. I am conducting a research project for my Doctoral
Dissertation requirement which will investigate the decision-making process in
interpersonal situations involving therapists and clients .
The purpose of this letter is to inform you about this research project and to invite you to
participate. You were selected to participate due to your current status as a graduate
student in a clinical psychology program. Before deciding to give your consent to
participate, please read through the following information carefully and ask any questions
you may have.
Purpose of this Study
The purpose of this study is to collect infonnation concerning how therapists make
decisions in their clinical practice. The intent is to examine the impact of various
attributes of the therapist, including how they think and feel when engaged in the
decision-making process. It is hypothesized that affective, cognitive, and demographic
factors playa role in decision-making.
Procedure
Participation will take approximately 15 minutes of your time. We are asking you to
complete a survey, answering questions about your experience as a clinician and your
thoughts and feelings when in graduate training as well as when facing general
experiences in your life. You will also be asked to read several clinical vignettes and
provide your reactions to them.

The risks of participating in this study are minimal, no greater than those encountered
when you consider and make decisions in your everyday life. Any risks potentially stem
from recalling and disclosing some relatively personal infonnation. There may be times
while completing the survey that you feel uncomfortable while remembering unpleasant
events that may have occurred recently, such as your personal interactions with a
challenging client. If you begin to feel uncomfortable you have the right to stop at any
time during the process if you choose to do so.
Benefits
Although there is no direct benefit to you for participating in this study, you will be
providing valuable information that may be beneficial to the understanding of the
decision-making processes inherent in the clinical interaction between therapist and
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client.
Participant's Rights
Your participation is voluntary; there is no penalty for not participating and you can
choose to withdraw at any time.
Confidentiality
Confidentiality will be maintained at all times. Your name and your email address will
not be linked to the surveys in any way. The answers you provide will be combined with
other participants' answers in order to conduct group analyses. Any publications or
presentations resulting from this study will refer only to the grouped results.
Costs/Reimbursement
There are no costs for taking part in this study nor will you be compensated or
reimbursed for participation. However, for your participation in this study you are offered
to receive $10 gift certificate to Starbucks Coffee. If you are interested, please e-mail a
pasted copy of the LLU school logo (which can be accessed on the last page of the
survey) with your name and your mailing address to djochai@aol.com. The gift
certificates will be mailed to you soon after your e-mail has been received.
Impartial Third Party Contact
If you wish to contact an impartial third party not associated with this study regarding
any concerns you may have about this study, you may contact the Office of Patient
Relations, Lorna Linda University Medical Center, Loma Linda, CA 92354, by phone
(909) 558-4647 or e-mail patientrelations@llu.edu for infonnation and assistance.
Infonned Consent
If you have any questions about this project, please do not hesitate to contact me, Diana
10chai at (909) 558-8748 or djochai@aol.com, or Dr. David Venneersch
(dvenneersch@llu.edu; (909) 558-7116), Research Committee Chair.
If, you decide to discontinue the survey at any time, for any reason, you are free to do so.
If you have any questions regarding this study, we will be happy to answer them.
You can choose to print this infonned consent fonn (including the survey) from the pl~nt
option in your web browser.
Thank you for your time and consideration,

Informed Consent Statement
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1 Itave read the contents of tlte consent form and Itave been given th e opportunity to
ask questions concerning tltis study. 1 have been provided all optioll to print a copy of
this form. 1 hereby give my voluntaty cOllsent to participate in this study. Filling Ollt
this survey acknowledges Illy passive consent to participate ill tlzis study. This does not
waive Illy rights /lor does it release the investigators or institution ji-OI1l their
responsibilities. 1 may call Dr. David Vermeersch at (909) 558-7116 if I have additional
questiolls or concerns.
Diana J ochai
Gradnate Psychology Stndent
Dept. of Psychology
Lorna Linda University

David Venneersch, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Dept. of Psychology
Lorna Linda University
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Vignette 1 and Related Questions
Imagine that you are the therapist for the client described below. You are seeing the client
as part of your clinical training in graduate school and you are supervi sed by a licensed
clinician. Please read the following vignette and then respond to all of the questions that
follow.

Vignette 1:
M. is a 25-year-old man whom you have been seeing in individual psychotherapy for four
months. M . is a first-year intemal medicine resident at a local medical school. He entered
therapy due to his difficulty coping with his older brother's sudden death. He has
reported to you that his brother had a history of drug and alcohol abuse. He indi cated that
following his brother's death he has had recurring dreams of his brother choking him and
has often felt faint after waking up from the dream. M . told you that he fears that his
brother may have tried to hurt him when they were younger, but that he has repressed a
clear memory of the event. He expressed concem that now that his brother is gone, he
will never be able to confront him and confinn or disconfinn his fear. In the process of
working with M. you have noticed that he often appears to have difficulty identifying his
emotional responses and sharing with you his feelings. When he came in to see you
yesterday, M. noticed that you were suffering from a severe nasal congestion and a
cough. At the end of the session, M. expressed to you that as a physician he could
prescribe an antibiotic to help relieve you of your symptoms. That di scussion led to his
disclosure that he recently prescribed himself a sedative for hi s insomnia.

1. As you prepare to meet with your supervisor to di scuss this pal1icular session with
your client, what issues (if any) were raised for you in your interaction with the client?
Please number each issue: # 1, #2, #3, #4, etc.
2. How hard did you have to think to be able to articulate the issues that you li sted above
(if any)?

o

1

Not at all hard

2

3

4

6
5
Somewhat
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7

8

9

10
Very hard

Vignette 2 and Related Questions
Imagine that you are the therapist for the client described below. You are seeing the client
as part of your clinical training in graduate school and you are supervised by a licensed
clinician. Please read the following vignette and then respond to all of the questions that
follow.

Vignette 2:
C. is a 25-year-old man whom you have been seeing in individual psychotherapy for four
months. He lives with his partner in a nearby city. They recently moved to the city iTom
another state; his parents and siblings still live in that state. He does not yet have a job
and depends on his partner who works as a salesperson in a clothing store. He presented
for therapy with complaints of anxiety and depression. He also reported a history of
childhood sexual abuse. He reported that his symptoms began when he and his partner
began having problems in their relationship. You have developed a good working
relationship with him; he is intelligent, open to exploring his experience, and motivated
to engage in therapy. When C. came in to see you yesterday, he reported that he and his
partner had an argument the night before. He explained that his patiner threw a dish at
him and nearly missed hitting him in the head. He left the apartment and rented a motel
room. C. expressed great concern that he can not afford to stay at a motel and did not
know where he was going to find a safe place to live. Prior to leaving the session, he
paused and then inquired if you had an extra room or a space he could use temporarily.
He noted that there is no one else that he could tum to and that he is beginning to feel
hopeless and alone.
1. As you prepare to meet with your supervisor to discuss thi s particular session with
your client, what issues (if any) were raised for you in your interaction with the client?
Please number each issue: #1, #2, #3, #4, etc.
2. How hard did you have to think to be able to articulate the issues that you listed above
(if any)?
o 1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Somewhat
Very
hard
Not at all hard

1 J4

Vignette 3 and Related Questions
Imagine that you are the therapist for the client described below. You are seeing the client
as part of your clinical training in graduate school and you are supervised by a licensed
clinician. Please read the following vignette and then respond to all of the questions that
follow.

Vignette 3:

T. is a 25-year-old man whom you have been seeing in individual psychotherapy for four
months. He has been experiencing distress due to a recent loss, including poor sleep,
feelings of sadness, anhedonia, and decreased appetite. He has a BA degree in art history
from a prominent university. He appears to be very articulate and insightful, but often
unmotivated to engage in therapy. When he came in to see you yesterday, he talked about
his relationship with his father who is a very successful real estate investor. He indicated
that his father has always been distant and has never understood his passion for art. His
father believes it to be a worthless profession with little chance for financial success. T.
told you that despite his longtime resistance, he recently accepted his father's offer to
work as a part time assistant in his office to help sustain himself financially. During this
time his father has been teaching him about investments and has helped him learn how to
trade stock. He indicated that because of his progress in therapy and your help he wants
to share with you an upcoming transaction that could be of significant financial benefit to
you. He further noted that he has been sharing some of his skills with his closest friends,
helping them attain some success in achieving financial gain.
1. As you prepare to meet with your supervisor to discuss this particular session with
your client, what issues (if any) were raised for you in your interaction with the client?
Please number each issue: # 1, #2, #3, #4, etc.
2. How hard did you have to think to be able to articulate the issues that you listed above
(if any)?
o 1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Somewhat
Very hard
Not at all hard
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Positive Affective Schedule
This scale consists ofa number of words that describe different feelings and emotio ns.
Read each item and then mark the appropriate answer in the space next to that word.
Indicate to what extent it is true for you just after you read and considered the clinical
vignette. Use the following scale to record your answers.
I
2
very slightly a little
or not at all

3 4 5
moderately
quite a bit
extremely

interested
alert
excited
_ _ inspired
_ _ strong
detennined
attentive
enthusiastic
active
___ proud

- -
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Anxiety Symptoms Questionnaire
This scale consists of a number of words that describe different feelings and emotions.
Read each item and then mark tbe appropriate answer in tbe space next to that word.
Indicate to what extent it is true for you just after you read and considered the clinical
vignette. Use tbe following scale to record your answers.

1
very slightly
or not at all

2
a little

3
moderately

tense
_ _ uneasy
nervous
afraid
_ _"on edge," keyed up
unable to relax
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4
quite a bit

5
extremely

Need for Cognition Scale
Read each statement below and indicate the number that best fits your perception of
yourself:
- 4 = very strongly disagree
- 3 = strongly disagree
- 2 = moderately disagree
- I = slightly disagree
o= neither agreement nor disagreement
+ I = slightly agree
+ 2 = moderately agree
+ 3 = strongl y agree
+ 4 = very strongly agree

I. I would prefer complex to simple problems.
_ _2. I like to have the responsibility of handling a situation that requires a lot of
thinking.
3. Thinking is not my idea of fun .
_ _4. I would rather do something that requires little thought than something that is
sure to challenge my thinking abilities.
___5. J try to anticipate and avoid situations where there is likely chance I will have to
think in depth about something.
6. I find satisfaction in deliberating hard and for long hours.
7. I only think as hard as I have to.
8. I prefer to think about small, daily projects to long-term ones.
9. I like tasks that require little thought once I've learned them.
___ 10. The idea of relying on thought to make my way to the top appeals to me.
_ _ II. I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems.
___ 12. Learning new ways to think doesn't excite me very much.
_ _ _ 13. I prefer my life to be filled with puzzles that I must solve.
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_ _ 14. The notion of thinking abstractly is appealing to me.
_ _ 15. I would prefer a task that is intellectual, difficult, and important to one that is
somewhat important but does not require much thought.
16. I feel relief rather than satisfaction after completing a task that required a lot of
mental effort.
_ _ 17. It's enough for me that something gets the job done; I don't care how or why it
works.
_ _ 18. 1 usually end up deliberating about issues even when they do not affect me
personally.
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Interpersonal Reactivity Index
The following statements inquire about your thoughts and feelings in a variety of
situations. For each item, indicate how well it describes you by choosing the appropriate
number from the scale below. Then fill in your answer next to each item number. Please
read each item carefully before responding. Answer as honestly as you can.
I
2
3
4
5
does describe
does not describe
me well
me well
___ I. I often have tender, concerned feelings for people less fortunate than me.
2. I sometimes find it difficult to see things from the "other guy's" point of view.
_ 3. Sometimes [ don't feel very sorry for the other person when they are having
problems.
_4.I try to look at everybody's side ofa disagreement before I make a decision.
5. When I see someone being taken advantage of, [ feel kind of protective towards
them.
_ 6. [ sometimes try to understand my fi'iends better by imagining how things look from
their perspective.
_

7. Other people's misfortunes do not usually disturb me a great deal.

__ 8. [fI ' m sure I'm right about something, I don't waste time listening to other people's
arguments.
_ 9. When [ see somebody being treated unfairly, I sometimes don't feel very much pity
for them.
10. I am often quite touched by things that I see happen.
II. I believe that there are two sides to every question and try to look at them both.
12. I would describe myself as a pretty soft-hearted person.
_

13. When I'm upset at someone, I usually try to "put myself in his shoes" for a while.

_ _ 14. Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine how I would feel if [ were in their
place.
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Moral Intensity of the Dilemma Measure for Vignette 1
As you may recall the following is the first vignette (Vignette I) you have read in this
survey.

M. is a 25-year-old man whom you have been seeing in individual psychotherapy for four
months. M. is a first-year internal medicine resident at a local medical school. He entered
therapy due to his difficulty coping with his older brother's sudden death. He has
reported to you that his brother had a history of drug and alcohol abuse. He indicated that
following his brother's death he has had recurring dreams of his brother choking him and
has often felt faint after waking up from the dream. M. told you that he fears that his
brother may have tried to hUlt him when they were younger, but that he has repressed a
clear memory of the event. He expressed concern that now that his brother is gone, he
will never be able to confront him and confirm or disconfinn his fear. In the process of
working with M. you have noticed that he often appears to have difficulty identifying his
emotional responses and sharing with you his feelings. When he came in to see you
yesterday, M. noticed that you were suffering from a severe nasal congestion and a
cough. At the end of the session, M. expressed to you that as a physician he could
prescribe an antibiotic to help relieve you of your symptoms. That discussion led to his
disclosure that he recently prescribed himself a sedative for his insomnia.

Please assume that a primary issue in the case relates to a potential for a secondary
relationship (or nonsexual multiple relationship) between you and the client due to the
client's offer of prescribing YOU medication for your cold. Please respond to the following
questions.

1. As I consider this issue, I think about the degree of harm that the client may experience
depending on how I respond to the issue.
D

1

2

3

4

Very true

Not at all true

2. As I considered this issue, I think about the degree of benefit that the client may
experience depending on how I respond to the issue.
D

1

2

3

4

Very true

Not at all true

3. As I think about this issue, I consider the probability of a positive effect on my
therapeutic relationship with the client depending on how I respond to the issue.
D

I

2

3

4

Very true

Not at all true
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4. As I think about this issue, I consider the probability of a negative effect on my
therapeutic relationship with the client depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

1

2

3

Not at all true

4

Very true

5. As I think about this issue, I consider the perceptions of my supervisor regarding the
ethics of my behavior depending on how I respond to the issue.
D

1

2

3

4

Very true

Not at all true

6. As I think about the issue, I consider the perceptions of my fell ow students regarding
the ethics of m y behavior depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

1

2

3

Not at all true
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4
Very true

Moral Intensity of the Dilemma Measure for Vignette 2
As you may recall the following is the first vignette (Vignette 2) you have read in this
survey.

C. is a 25-year-old man whom you have been seeing in individual psychotherapy for four
months. He lives with his partner in a nearby city. They recently moved to the city from
another state; his parents and siblings still live in that state. He does not yet have a job
and depends on his pariner who works as a salesperson in a clothing store. He presented
for therapy with complaints of anxiety and depression. He also reported a history of
childhood sexual abuse. He reported that his symptoms began when he and his partner
began having problems in their relationship. You have developed a good working
relationship with him; he is intelligent, open to exploring his experience, and motivated
to engage in therapy. When C. came in to see you yesterday, he reported that he and his
partner had an argument the night before. He explained that his partner threw a dish at
him and nearly missed hitting him in the head. He left the apartment and rented a motel
room. C. expressed great concern that he can not afford to stay at a motel and did not
know where he was going to find a safe place to live. Prior to leaving the session, he
paused and then inquired if you had an extra room or a space he could use temporarily.
He noted that there is no one else that he could tum to and that he is beginning to feel
hopeless and alone.

Please assume that a p!imary issue in the case relates to a potential for a secondary
relationship (or nonsexual multiple relationship) between you and the client due to the
client's request for help to find a place to live. Please respond to the following questions.

I. As I consider this issue, I think about the degree of harm that the client may experience
depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

I

2

3

Not at all true

4
Very true

2. As I considered this issue, I think about the degree of benefit that the client may
experience depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

2

3

Not at all true

4
Very true

3. As I think about this issue, I consider the probability of a positive effect on my
therapeutic relationship with the client depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

1

2

3

Not at all true
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4
Very true

4. As [ think about this issue, [ consider the probability of a negative effect on my
therapeutic relationship with the client depending on how [ respond to the issue.

o

1

2

3

4

Very true

Not at all true

5. As [think about this issue, I consider the perceptions of my supervisor regarding the
ethics of my behavior depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

1

2

3

Not at all true

4
Very true

6. As I think about the issue, I consider the perceptions of my fellow students regarding
the ethics of my behavior depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

1

2

3

Not at all true
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4
Very true

Moral Intensity of the Dilemma Measure for Vignette 3
As you may recall the following is the first vignette (Vignette 3) you have read in this
survey.

T. is a 25-year-old man whom you have been seeing in individual psychotherapy for four
months. He has been experiencing distress due to a recent loss, including poor sleep,
feelings of sadness, anhedonia, and decreased appetite. He has a BA degree in art history
from a prominent university. He appears to be very articulate and insightful, but often
unmotivated to engage in therapy. When he came in to see you yesterday, he talked about
his relationship with his father who is a very successful real estate investor. He indicated
that his father has always been distant and has never understood his passion for mi. His
father believes it to be a wOlihless profession with little chance for financial success. T.
told you that despite his longtime resistance, he recently accepted his father's offer to
work as a pati time assistant in his office to help sustain himself financially. During this
time his father has been teaching him about investments and has helped him learn how to
trade stock. He indicated that because of his progress in therapy and your help he wants
to share with you an upcoming transaction that could be of significant financial benefit to
you. He further noted that he has been sharing some of his skills with his closest friends,
helping them attain some success in achieving financial gain.

Please assume that a primary issue in the case relates to a potential for a secondary
relationship (or nonsexual multiple relationship) between you and the client due to the
client's offer of sharing infonnation on an upcoming transaction that could be of benefit
to you financially. Please respond to the following questions.

1. As I consider this issue, I think about the degree of harm that the client may experience
depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

1

2

3

Not at all true

4
Very true

2. As I considered this issue, I think about the degree of benefit that the client may
experience depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

2

3

Not at all true

4
Very true

3. As I think about this issue, I consider the probability of a positive effect on my
therapeutic relationship with the client depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

1

2

3

Not at all true
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4
Very true

4. As I think about this issue, r consider the probability of a negative effect on my
therapeutic relationship with the client depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

1

2

3

Not at all true

4
Very true

5. As r think about this issue, I consider the perceptions of my supervisor regarding the
ethics of my behavior depending on how r respond to the issue.

o

1

2

3

Not at all true

4
Very true

6. As I think about the issue, I consider the perceptions of my fellow students regarding
the ethics of m y behavior depending on how I respond to the issue.

o

1

2

3

Not at all hue
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4
Very true

Demographic Questionnaire
ABOUT YOU:
I . Your gender:
2.

~~-

Female _ _ _ Male

Yourage: ~~~~

3. Your most advanced degree in psychology: _ _ _ _ __
4. Please, name the state where your graduate university is located

5. Is the current graduate institution you are attending AP A accredited?
Yes
No
6. How many supervised clinical hours have you completed while in graduate school?

8. Does your graduate program offer a separate course that focuses on the ethics and legal
standards of the professional practice of psychology?
Yes
No
8. How many courses focused on the ethics and legal standards ofthe professional
practice of psychology have you completed in graduate school?

o

1

2

3
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Rules for Scoring Responses to the Vignettes

Definition of Multiple Relationship:
(a) A multiple relationship occurs when a psychologist is in a professional role with a
person and (1) at the same time is in another role with the same person, (2) at the same
time is in a relationship with a person closely associated with or related to the person with
whom the psychologist has the professional relationship, or (3) promises to enter into
another relationship in the future with the person or a person closely associated with or
related to the person. (Principle 3.05)
Rules for Scoring:
A score of 4 will be given if:
- The subject indicates explicitly the potential for a dual or multiple relationship
between the therapist and the client.
-The subject indicates explicitly the potential for the therapist or the client to take on
additional roles different from those in the therapeutic relationship (e.g., the client
becomes a friend; the client runs an errand; the therapist becomes a landlord for the
client).
- The subject indicates explicitly the potential for the blurring or confusion or exchange
of roles between the therapist and the client (e.g., the client taking care of the therapist;
the therapi st getting his or her needs met by the client).
A score of 3 will be gi ven if:
- The subject recognizes a boundary issue, but does not explicitly indicate the potential
for a dual or multiple relationship.

-The subject recognizes a boundary issue, but does not explicitly indicate the potential
for the addition of roles beyond those of therapist and client.
-The subject recognizes a boundary issue, but does not explicitly indicate the potential
for the blurring, confusion, or exchange oftherapistlclient roles.
A score of 2 will be given if:
- The subject recognizes an ethical issue, but does not explicitly indicate the potential for
a dual or multiple relationship.
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-The subject recognizes an ethical issue, but does not explicitly indicate the potential for
the addition of roles beyond those of therapist and client.
-The subject recognizes an ethical issue, but does not explicitly indicate the potential for
the blurring, confusion, or exchange oftherapistlclient roles.
A score of 1 will be given if:
- The subject indicates an action by the client or therapist that appears to cross a
boundary (e.g., giving a gift), but does not explicitly indicate the potential for a dual or
mUltiple relationship.

- The subject indicates an action by the client or therapist that appears to cross a
boundary, but does not explicitly indicate the potential for the addition of roles beyond
those of therapist and client.
- The subject indicates an action by the client or therapist that appears to cross a
boundary,_but does not explicitly indicate the potential for the blUlTing, confusion, or
exchange of therapist/client roles.
A score of 0 will be given if:
- The subject fails to recognize any of the above dual or multiple relationship, role
addition, confusion, blurring or exchange, boundary issues, or ethical issues between the
therapist and client, and fails to indicate any acti on by the client or therapist that appears
to cross a boundary (e.g., th e subject indicates relationship issues between the client and
people other than the therapist, as in domestic violence or possible sexual abuse)
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